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Abstract

This research work contributes towards improvement of stock assessment tech-

niques for macrobenthic organisms in Icelandic waters with the use of an au-

tonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) as a survey tool for population assess-

ments, and through considering ways in which designs of such surveys can be

made more e�cient. The Iceland scallop Chlamys islandica (O.F. Müller) pop-

ulation in West Iceland was used as an instructive example to develop the use

of a Gavia AUV for benthic research purposes in Icelandic waters.

A method for quantitative population assessment of Iceland scallops from

AUV photos was developed. It was shown that small-scale AUV surveys can

be repeated in a feasible manner to gather enough data replicates to estimate

variance of key population parameters, such as mean abundance and size dis-

tribution. Information on variability can be used to optimize survey designs by

calculating the number of samples that would yield acceptable survey precision.

A modest comparison of scallop size distributions obtained from a AUV and

classical dredge survey highlighted the bias and size-selectivity of the dredge sur-

vey. Optimized sampling strategies for length distributions were also evaluated

and emphasis was placed on the importance of detecting peaks (possible year

classes) in the distribution with certainty. A generic approach was presented

that incorporates sampling costs to identify the optimum number of samples

and sample sizes to achieve this. Further, habitat classi�cation techniques for

automated detection of scallop beds from AUV images were evaluated. The

mechanism developed can potentially be used to automatically classify a large

set of sea�oor photos to detect scallop habitats.

The thesis is methodological and does not necessarily draw any biological

conclusions from the study. The analytical techniques developed are generic and

can be applied to most projects of this nature. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the �rst time an AUV has been successfully used for quantitative �sheries
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stock assessment purposes in Icelandic waters.
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Ágrip

Þetta verkefni fjallar um þróun aðferða við stofnmat botndýra á Íslandsmiðum

með því að nota sjálfstýrt djúpfar til stofnmælinga og þróa aðferðafræði sem

gerir slíkar mælingar ö�ugri. Notkun djúpfarsins til botndýrarannsókna á Ís-

landsmiðum var þróuð við rannsóknir á hörpudiski, Chlamys islandica (O.F.

Müller) í Breiða�rði.

Þróuð var aðferð til stofnmats hörpudisks byggt á ljósmyndum teknum með

djúpfari. Sýnt var fram á að endurtaka má slíkar mælingar og ná þannig gag-

nasafni sem ley�r mat á dreifni helstu mælikvarða s.s. þéttleika og stærðardrei�ngu

tegunda. Upplýsingar um breytileika má síðan nota til að �nna hagkvæmustu

tilraunahögunina með þvi að meta fjölda sýna sem þarf til að ná nægilega

nákvæmu stofnmati. Samanburður stærðardrei�nga hörpudisks með djúpfari

og skel�skplóg sýndi bjagað og stærðarháð val plógsins. Aðferðafræðin sem

þróuð varsýndi einnig hvernig ná má bestu sýnatöku fyrir lengdardrei�ngar

með áherslu á að greina toppa í lengdardrei�ngum (og þá hugsanlega árganga)

með gefnu öryggi. Almenn aðferð var þróuð til þessa, en hún ákvarðar besta

fjölda sýna og sýnastærð sem lágmarkar kostnað við sýnatöku fyrir fyrirfram

ákveðna nákvæmni-. Prófaðar voru nokkrar aðferðir til sjálfvirkrar auðkenningar

búsvæða hörpudisks byggt á myndum frá djúpfari. Aðferðina má nota sjálfvirkt

á stór myndasöfn.

Í rannsókninni er þróuð aðferðafræði og ekki er reynt að draga lí�ræðilegar

ályktanir. Aðferðirnar hafa almennt notagildi og má beita þeim á mörg mismu-

nandi verkefni af þeirri gerð sem hér er fjallað um. Þetta er í fyrsta sinn sem

djúpfar er prófað sem tæki til stofnmats á Íslandsmiðum.
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Structure of the thesis

This book is divided into two main parts. Part I, Thesis, is a synthesis of the

entire research work carried out in the 4 papers with some additional �ndings.

This part begins with an introduction that formulates the motivation for carry-

ing out this research work and poses the relevant research questions. Based on

this the speci�c objectives are outlined in the aims chapter. The methods and

results are presented in accordance with the speci�c objectives. The conclusion

addresses the main research questions and discusses the limitations and future

direction. Part II, Papers, includes the 4 papers on which the thesis is based,

with some minor editing.
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Thesis





1
Introduction

This research was initiated to contribute towards management techniques for

macrobenthic organisms with the use of an autonomous underwater vehicle

(AUV) as a survey tool for population assessments, and through considering

ways in which designs of such surveys can be made more e�cient. The work was

centered around developing and enhancing survey techniques and not necessarily

drawing biological conclusions from the study.

Study of �sheries survey designs is popular because an e�cient data collec-

tion system will produce reliable and representative data for management pur-

poses. Preferably, this has to be achieved within certain resource constraints.

E�ciency can be de�ned as being able to strike a suitable balance between min-

imizing cost of sampling and maximizing precision of the population parameter

estimates. Adapting to modern technological survey approaches and working

out strategies to optimize the data collection system are two possible ways in

which data quality can be improved.

The classical technique used to sample benthic �sheries is the dredge. This

technique is undesirable mostly because of its size-selectivity that can lead to

conservative estimates of the stock structure [2, 3], and the adverse e�ects it

has on the environment [4]. AUVs equipped with photographic and acoustic

equipment are seen as novel tools that can be used to advance benthic sam-

pling and mapping techniques. Perhaps the most noteworthy bene�ts of AUVs

over conventional sampling techniques, such as dredge and towed systems, are

the feasibility to conduct replicate surveys, synchronous data collection with

multiple sensors, and ability to sample in environments where large vessels and
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towed systems cannot operate, such as shallow waters or areas with complex

ocean terrain.

The Iceland scallop Chlamys islandica (O.F. Müller) population in West

Iceland was used as an instructive example to develop the use of a Gavia AUV

for benthic research purposes in Icelandic waters.

The fundamental research questions being addressed are mostly survey de-

sign related, such as:

• What is the usefulness of AUV photographic equipment for identi�cation

and size estimation of small to medium sized benthic organisms, such as

the Iceland scallop?

• What is the repeatability of AUV surveys?

• What are the number of samples (e.g. transects) and sample sizes (e.g.

length of transects and number of photos) required to estimate population

parameters with low uncertainties?

• What is the optimum AUV sampling design i.e. how should the vehicle

be maneuvered to capture the patchy distribution of scallops?

• Can AUV images be used for automated detection of habitat types (scallop

beds in this case)?

• Can scallop beds be detected on a �ne-scale from side-scan sonar images?



2
Aim

The underlying objective of this research project was to enhance survey tech-

niques for macrobenthic organisms in Icelandic waters. This was to be achieved

through utilization of a new survey technique (Gavia AUV) for population as-

sessments and through increasing e�ciency of survey designs.

The speci�c objectives were to:

• Develop the use of photographic equipment on a Gavia AUV for popula-

tion assessment of Iceland scallops (Paper I & II).

• Assess the repeatability of AUV surveys to obtain precise population pa-

rameter estimates, such as abundance and size distributions of Iceland

scallops (Paper I & Paper II).

• Compare scallop length distributions obtained from AUV and classical

dredge survey (Paper II).

• Evaluate optimum sampling strategies to detect modes in length distribu-

tions with certainty (�sh length-frequency data were used to formulate 2

case-studies) (Paper III).

• Evaluate habitat classi�cation techniques for automated detection of scal-

lop beds from AUV photos and side-scan sonar images (Paper IV).
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3
Background

3.1 Classical approach to benthic surveys

The drawbacks associated with the dredge survey, such as size-selectivity and

detrimental environmental impacts [2,5,6] has led to a shift towards the use of

underwater photography and video surveys as preferred sampling techniques to

study benthic habitats [3,7,8]. Veri�cation of improved estimates of shell height

frequency from video surveys have also been shown by [9] (Paper I & II).

Investigations into sea-�oor photography began in the late nineteenth cen-

tury [10]. Ever since the techniques for abundance estimation from photographs

has been widely studied and applied. Some notable scallop assessment studies

in the recent years that utilize videos and photos include [3,7,11,12] (Paper I

& II). Another distinguished study on sea scallop abundance is the HabCam

project that uses a towed camera to take photographs of the seabed [8, 13].

All the above studies examine Atlantic sea scallops Placopecten magellanicus.

These scallops grow much larger in size than the Iceland scallops, thus presum-

ably much easier to detect on underwater photos.

3.2 The novelty of using an AUV

The autonomous nature of an AUV puts it at an advantage in comparison with

towed and tethered camera systems that require a subsidiary research vessel

for operations. High initial investments are required to acquire an AUV but
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independent operational capability implies potentially lower research costs in

the long run (an informal cost evaluation is given by [14]). Also, shallow water

operations are more feasible, where AUVs have been seen to perform better than

snorkeler surveys to map seagrass beds [15]. AUV surveys were considered more

repeatable because of higher position accuracy, and were also thought to be safer

than diver operations. Navigational challenges may be faced in areas of high

wave action though, and turbid waters will a�ect optical image resolution [16].

The bottom-tracking feature of an AUV is also an asset. However, to maintain

position accuracy, the vehicle needs to surface up to obtain a GPS �x at regular

intervals. On the downside, the survey time is restricted by battery power of

the vehicle and lack of communication with the vehicle when submerged can

make operations risky if communication systems fall short (Paper I & II).

The Gavia AUV is a modular system. The essential modules include the

nose, battery, Doppler Velocity Log (DVL)/Inertial Navigation System (INS),

control and propulsion module. With these 5 modules the AUV is approximately

2.2 m in length, weighs approximately 60 kg in air, and contains the two main

sensors, camera and side-scan sonar. In comparison with other AUVs that have

mostly been utilized for scienti�c purposes thus far, such as the AutoSub6000

weighted at 1800 kg [16], the SeaBED AUV [17] and AUV Sirius [18] both

weighing around 200 kg, the Gavia system is much easier to transport and can

easily be operated from a rigid-in�atable boat making it particularly suitable

for shallow water operations. The vehicle used for this research can descend to

depths of 500 m from the ocean surface. Like most other AUVs, the Gavia can

also carry several sensors that can gather optical, acoustic, and oceanographic

data simultaneously.

3.3 AUVs and �sheries research

AUVs have opened up new avenues for data collection [16]. The SeaBED AUV

from Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute was one of the �rst AUVs used for

scienti�c surveys. This AUV has been designed and used for high resolution

imaging, side-scan sonar surveys, and bathymetric surveys. One of the �rst

studies involved mapping the deep water coral reefs o� of Puerto Rico [17]

where accompanying side-scan sonar data were also collected. [19] used the

SeaBED AUV in the Caribbean to take digital photographs along transects to

identify and evaluate percent coral cover and associated benthic reef-dwelling

organisms. Random frames were chosen from a selected number of clear images
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per transect to calculate the percent cover of corals and other macrobenthic

organisms. Another study in the West Coast of USA by [20] used the same

AUV to sample rocky areas, that could not be accessed with a trawl. The

abundance and length distributions of a ground�sh was estimated for di�erent

habitat types. Photographs were taken along a number of parallel transects

and random frames were chosen from each transect and used for analysis. The

biological and physical characteristics of Black Jack reef, Puerto Rico has also

been determined by [21].

Recently, the AUV Sirius, has been used in Tasmania, Australia for benthic

mapping with stereo-imagery and 3D reconstruction of the sea�oor [22]. The

usefulness of AUVs for repeated temporal surveys (time-series data) are demon-

strated by [14, 18]. The work by [18] describes the 3D reconstruction and vi-

sualization of sea�oor habitat based on correctly geo-referenced high resolution

images. Temporal comparisons of benthic structure and habitat characteristics

were carried out by [14] as a case in point. The current study focuses more

on quantitative ecology and statistical evaluations, which can also be used to

optimize survey designs.

Gavia photos have been used previously to estimate population densities

of an invasive bivalve species by [23]. These were estimated from the ratio of

the sea�oor covered with shells and not count data. Other research applications

include mapping of benthic habitats with the use of Gavia-based acoustic equip-

ment [24], oceanographic studies [25], and mapping under-ice topography [26].

Most of these work have been cited in Paper I & II.

3.4 E�cient survey designs

With available information on variability (obtained with repeated surveys), sam-

ple sizes can be optimized to reach desired statistical precision of key population

parameters (such as abundance estimates) in a cost-e�ective manner.

It has been shown by [27�30] that taking more samples of smaller sizes can

yield precise mean lengths, based on e�ective sample size [31] as a measure-

ment criterion. However, this scenario may not hold if precision of entire length

distributions are demanded. Improved sampling can considerably improve the

chance of tracking year classes as shown by [32] where arti�cial cohorts that

appeared due to small sample size disappeared with revised sampling (Paper

III). The choice of the sampling design is usually driven by the availability of

resources. Thus, cost optimization is also of equal importance when consider-
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ing sampling designs. The present study attempts to take these aspects into

account.

3.5 Habitat characterization with photographs

Important links exist between scallop abundance, sediment type and habitat

structure [33]. Therefore, investigating the sea �oor structure (seabed clas-

si�cation) is of considerable interest to better understand the distribution of

the species. Advanced imaging capabilities can lead to large volumes of data

and visual classi�cation from photographs can become impractical. As such,

automated classi�cation techniques become necessary. The texture of the im-

age, which can be described as the spatial relationship of the color intensities

in an image [34], is an important feature that can be used to automatically

sort images into de�ned categories. A common statistical approach to estimat-

ing image textures is the gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) [34]. Studies

that have successfully applied GLCM textures on photographs of the sea�oor to

distinguish between predetermined habitat types include [35�38](Paper IV).

In these, mainly machine learning techniques were utilized for classi�cation.

The present study investigates classical unsupervised techniques such as hierar-

chical clustering and principal components analysis together with a supervised

approach, linear discriminant analysis, to detect scallop beds from AUV photos

with the use of GLCM texture analysis.

3.6 Side-scan sonar for habitat mapping

Side-scan sonars are frequently used to gather seabed data due to their large

coverage and high resolution [39]. Low frequency is used to map larger areas as

it can cover up to 300 m on each side whereas greater resolution is achieved at

high frequencies which is used for habitat mapping or to monitor speci�c areas

of interest [39]. Sonar image processing mainly involves �ltering the image and

mosaicking the whole data set to create a continuous image of the seabed from

which features can be easily identi�ed.

The techniques of obtaining sediment classi�cation from side-scan images

is well-established. Various studies have been successfully completed in this

subject, some of which include [40�44]. To ground-truth these �ndings, videos,

photographs, or sediment samples are normally collected. Single-beam echo-

sounder data has been used to detect scallop beds by [45]. Other shell-�sh
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habitats such as mussel and oyster beds, and coral habitats have been detected

with side-scan sonar data [46�49]. High resolution side-scan sonar images from

a Gavia AUV have been utilized for object detection and sediment classi�cation

around an arti�cial reef site by [50] (Paper IV).
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4
Materials and Methods

A brief description of the AUV surveys is given in this chapter. The method-

ology is then described in accordance with the speci�c objectives outlined in

the aims chapter. The methods are brie�y summarized from the 4 papers with

appropriate references to papers.

A detailed description and functionality of the Gavia AUV can be found in

Paper I.

AUV surveys

A pilot survey was �rst conducted in September 2010 to examine whether Ice-

land scallops could be identi�ed and enumerated from Gavia photos. The survey

area targeted was a previously known scallop dredging site. A black and white

camera of resolution 1600× 1200 was used. The side-scan sonar was also tested

to examine the image resolution and suitability for habitat characterization.

The main survey was conducted in November 2011. Data from this survey

were analyzed in Paper I, II, & IV. The choice of the sampling location was

based on prior information available from scallop monitoring by the Marine

Research Institute of Iceland. The chosen site was approximately 3 km north of

Stykkisholmur in West Iceland and is a known scallop ground. The survey plan

included 4 parallel lines 300 m in length spaced 50 m apart, giving a de�ned

survey area of 300× 200 m. The AUV was programmed to sail at 2 m from the

bottom with a speed of 500 rpm. The survey plan was then repeated 5 times

within the area with a random starting point for each repetition. For each

13
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transect within each repeated survey, digital photographs and side-scan sonar

images were collected simultaneously. A color digital camera (Scorpion model

SCOR-20CSO) of resolution 800 × 600 was used. Geo-referenced photos were

collected at 3 frames/sec and are stored in an 8-bit jpeg format. The camera

lens is set to a focus of 2 m. The side-scan sonar was a Marine Sonic Technology,

Ltd. with a dual frequency 600/1200 kHz. The side-scan sonar covered a swath

of 40m, 20m on each side. Log-�les that contain navigation information are

generated by default. All data are downloaded post-mission after the vehicle has

been retrieved. The vehicle did not have an inertial navigation system during the

survey, thus the positioning information had high uncertainty. Therefore, data

were considered to be samples from possible transects within the survey area.

This erased the opportunity of strati�cation within the survey area (Paper I).

4.1 AUV approach to �sheries stock assessment

This was evaluated in Paper I & II and analyzed photos from the main re-

peated AUV survey.

Due to a strong current �ow in the survey area, depth variations were present

in the vehicle bottom-tracking that ranged between 1.5 − 2.5 m. For each

transect (4 transects/survey x 5 surveys), photos that were taken at 2.0±0.2 m

from the bottom were selected for analysis. Photos that were too close to the

bottom were out-of-focus and photos taken at > 2.2 m were lacking su�cient

details to identify organisms. A random sample of 25 photos per transect were

selected from this subset, which gave 100 samples in total per survey. Prior

to analysis, the photos were enhanced to remove the blue-green tint that is

normally present in underwater photos, by balancing the colour channels. The

enhancement procedure also evenly distributed the light, illuminating the edges

more and reducing the brightness in the center of the image.

4.1.1 Abundance estimation

The scallop shells were visually identi�ed and recorded per image. The visual

cues used for recognizing a live scallop shell were the shape, colour, and the

presence of a shadow around the round edge of the shell. White (decolorized)

shells were considered dead. The count data were used to estimate abundance

by applying fundamental sampling theory [31]. The scallop counts were di-

vided by the area covered on the ground to obtain density estimates per sample
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(photo). To check for any spatial di�erences within the survey area, densi-

ties were calculated per transect. Estimated total abundance per survey was

then extrapolated for the total survey area. Further, the mean total abundance

across the 5 surveys together with a 95% con�dence interval was calculated.

The sample coe�cient of variation (CV) was also calculated for each survey.

Based on these, the number of samples required to reach any desired CV that

would ensure statistical precision of the survey estimates [51] was calculated

(Paper I).

4.1.2 Size estimation

Two types of distortions were accounted for before size estimation of scallop

shells from the photos [52]. First, geometric distortions caused by the movement

of the vehicle (pitch and roll) were taken into consideration. The pitch and roll

values were extracted per image and basic trigonometry was applied to calculate

the e�ect of these movements. The average pitch and roll for the dataset were

1.3◦ and 2.3◦ approximately. These e�ects were deemed negligible because an

error of < 2% was obtained in the estimated dimensions of the photo. For lens

distortion correction, a checkered board was photographed underwater with

the AUV camera. A second-order polynomial regression model was �tted to

successfully predict a undistorted reference grid (dependent variable) from the

distorted matrix representing the underwater photo of the frame. For each

identi�ed shell, pixel points at the base and tip of the shell were marked, and

the distance between these points was calculated with the use of the regression

model identi�ed above. To obtain the size of the shell, this distance was scaled

for the height above the bottom at which the photo was taken. Ground-truthing

data were collected by taking underwater photos of some live scallops of known

sizes. These data were used to validate the size estimation method (Paper II).

4.2 Repeatability of AUV surveys

To assess if the AUV surveys were repeatable, nested random e�ects models [53]

were used to check for any signi�cant di�erences in abundance and length esti-

mates of scallops across the 5 repeated surveys. For scallop counts, random sur-

vey e�ect and random transect e�ect nested within survey were tested. Star�sh

counts from the same set of images were used for model validation of scallop

count data (Paper I). For size estimates, an additional frame e�ect nested
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within transect and survey was also tested (Paper II).

4.3 Scallop size distributions from AUV and dredge

survey

Dredge survey data from the Marine Research Institute of Iceland were used to

make some small-scale comparisons of scallop size distributions obtained from

the two surveys. Data from two tows that were close to the AUV sampling lo-

cation were selected for comparisons. The �rst tow, approximately 0.4 nautical

miles, was sampled in September 2011 and contained 106 scallop measurements.

The second tow was sampled in October 2011 with a smaller dredge and con-

tained 112 scallop measurements. The 5 repeated AUV surveys had a sample

size that ranged between 289− 341. The proportional scallop shell size (height)

frequency distributions were plotted for the AUV survey with a 95% con�dence

bound together with frequency distributions from the two dredge tows and com-

pared (Paper II).

4.4 E�cient sampling strategies to detect modes

in length-distributions

This was evaluated in Paper III.

Fish length-frequency data from Marine Research Institute of Iceland were

used to formulate two generic case-studies to evaluate methods for optimized

sampling strategies to identify modes in length-frequency distributions. Cod

data from the Icelandic ground�sh survey and capelin data from the commer-

cial catches in Icelandic waters were analyzed. From the `original' composite

length distribution for the respective cases, Monte-Carlo simulation was used

to generate length distributions based on various combinations of number of

samples (S) and sample sizes (n). The specialized resampling procedure takes

intra-haul correlation [54] into account, i.e. drawing S samples �rst then draw-

ing n measurements from within a sample providing the individual proportions

in numbers and subsequently the simulated overall length distribution. The

desire was to be able to separate the �rst peak from the older peaks to identify

year classes with reliability. This was done by utilizing the di�erence between

the �rst peak and the succeeding trough, denoted ∆. The criterion to discern

a peak was that the di�erence between the `original' length distribution and
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the simulated distribution should not exceed ∆, given a probability β. Many

combinations of S and n will satisfy this criterion, therefore, a cost optimization

model was used to identify the best combination that minimized the cost.

These types of approaches can also be used for the design of AUV surveys,

where either a transect or a photograph becomes the sampling unit. In order

to fully utilize traditional sampling design, or Monte-Carlo methods, the area

surveyed needs to have enough variability for the design to reduce the variance,

which was not the case for the small-scale survey.

4.5 Habitat Classi�cation from AUV photos and

side-scan images

Paper IV forms the basis for this analysis.

AUV repeated surveys 1-3 had transects running in parallel, thus data from

these 3 surveys were used. With parallel transects a full coverage of the survey

area is obtained with a high-frequency side-scan range of 20 m on each side.

A random sample of 70 photos were selected, 35 representing scallop habi-

tat S (covered with shells) and 35 representing a non-scallop habitat N (cov-

ered with sand). Photos were converted to gray-scale prior to texture analysis,

and gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) textures were calculated based on

gray-level 32, window size 31 × 31 pixels, window o�set of 1 pixel and consid-

ering horizontal nearest neighbours. The following GLCM textures [34] were

estimated from the photos: GLCM mean, GLCM variance, GLCM correlation,

homogeneity, entropy, dissimilarity, second-moment and contrast. One average

value per texture was assigned to each image. Hierarchical agglomerative clus-

tering [55], principal components analysis, [56]) and linear discriminant analy-

sis [56]) were used for classi�cation. The LDA model was then used to evaluate

a validation sample comprising 30 S, 30 N , and 30 photos with some scallops

(B). Scallop images from Paper I were also used for predictions to examine

whether areas of varying live scallop densities could be di�erentiated.

Side-scan sonar images were processed using SonarWiz 5 software to remove

geometric distortions [57] and perform image normalization. The mosaic was

exported as a geoti� image with each pixel representing 0.01m2 in ground dis-

tance. GLCM texture analysis was performed on the mosaic with a gray-level

of 64, 4 di�erent window sizes, considering neighbourhood relationships in all

directions with a window o�set of 1 pixel. In addition to the 8 texture features,
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4 tonal features (mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis) were also extracted

from the image. Feature measurements were then extracted for speci�c lati-

tudes and longitudes corresponding to the random sample of photos analyzed

above. All the feature measurements were pooled together and LDA was used

for classi�cation.



5
Results

A concise account of the key �ndings from the research are given with ap-

propriate references to papers. Figures and Tables are not repeated from the

papers unless they were discussed in reference with some additional �ndings.

The results follow the sections outlined in the methods chapter.

5.1 AUV approach to �sheries stock assessment

The pilot survey showed that Iceland scallops could be identi�ed and enumer-

ated from Gavia photographs. Figure 5.1 shows a gray-scale photograph taken

at Breidafjordur with a black and white Gavia camera. This is an enhanced ver-

sion of the original image after applying spatial �ltering for noise reduction and

smoothing. A live scallop and a dead scallop are enlarged. Other macrobenthic

organisms such as star�sh, mussels and common whelk are also visible. The

survey showed that photos taken at 1 − 2 m from the bottom were of much

greater clarity. The main challenge was to di�erentiate the live scallops from

rocks, which have similar tones in a gray-scale image. Therefore, the need for a

color camera was evident.

A visual examination of the low frequency side-scan sonar images showed

that the scallop habitat was mainly smooth with occasional rough bottom, and

some rocks present (Figure 5.2). The data showed the possibility of using the

side-scan sonar with some success.

19
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Figure 5.1: Image from Breidafjordur obtained with a black and white Gavia camera,
showing enlargements of a live and dead scallop shell. The image was taken at 1.34
m above the bottom and 31.55 m depth, with a pitch and roll of −7.01◦ and −1.18◦

respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Low frequency (30 m range) side-scan sonar images from Breidafjordur;
(a) shows a smooth habitat with some rocks, a shoal of �sh can also be seen in the
upper left corner; (b) shows rough and wavy bottom.
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5.1.1 Abundance estimation

Colored photographs gave a distinct advantage to di�erentiate live scallops from

rocks. Additionally, macrobenthic organisms such as sea urchins could also be

identi�ed because color was the main distinguishing feature for these organisms.

An enhanced colored photo is shown in Figure 5.3 (also Figure I.3B in Paper

I) where live and dead scallops and sea-urchins are visible. The photos also

gave information about the habitat type.

B

Figure 5.3: An enhanced color digital image of a scallop bed in Breidafjordur, Ice-
land, collected using the Gavia autonomous underwater vehicle. The image was taken
at 1.9 m above the bottom, at a depth of 34.7 m, and with a pitch and roll of 0.3◦

and −1.6◦. The top left corner shows an enlargement of 2 live scallops. The bottom
right corner shows an enlarged dead scallop shell that has lost its color. A sea-urchin
can also be identi�ed from the image.

The overall estimated mean density of scallops in the survey area with a

95% con�dence interval was 0.98 ± 0.02 scallops/m2. Only 7% of the photos

had no live scallops. The observed number of live scallops per transect ranged

between 57 − 97. The estimated mean total abundance of scallops in numbers

with a 95% con�dence interval across the 5 surveys was 58, 958± 1, 134. With

a sample size of 100, the CV of the 5 surveys ranged between 6 − 7% giving a

standard error of 0.2. To obtain a CV of 15%, which is an acceptable number

in �sheries research, a sample size of 25 photos would su�ce (Paper I).
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5.1.2 Size estimation

An analysis of ground-truth data showed that the scallop sizes were underes-

timated by 0.5 cm. This anomaly was quite consistent, therefore it could be

attributed to operator error, with a tendency to click on the inner edge of the

shell when marking the pixel points for size estimation of shells. Based on the

relationship between the known and estimated sizes of scallops from the ground-

truth data, the survey estimates were corrected with the use of simple linear

regression analysis. After correction, the estimated scallop size ranged between

3.8− 9.3 cm (Paper II).

5.2 Repeatability of AUV surveys

No signi�cant di�erences were observed in scallop counts among the 5 repeated

surveys and transects within surveys (Paper I). The results were validated with

the star�sh counts, where a signi�cant di�erence was also not observed among

the surveys. Similar results were obtained for size measurements of scallops

where no signi�cant di�erences were obtained when a reduced model without

the survey e�ect was compared with a full model (Paper II).

5.3 Scallop size distributions from AUV and dredge

survey

The size range of scallops estimated from the AUV survey were much wider than

the sizes obtained from the nearby dredge surveys. The distributions were non-

overlapping with a mean size of 6.6 cm for the AUV survey, and 7.0 cm and 7.2

cm in the small and annual dredge tows (Figure 5.4; also Figure II.7 in Paper

II). The observed distributions are characteristic of a long-lived un�shed species

with dominance of large individuals. The rings in the dredge are approximately

6 cm in diameter, which a�ects the catchability.

In Figure 5.5 scallop size distributions from the annual dredge survey con-

ducted near Stykkisholmur by the Marine Research Institute is shown for years

2006-2011. These distributions were based on a much larger sample size. In the

relative distribution across years, a wider size range of scallops was seen. The

mode of the distribution is shifting over the years, showing that the un�shed

individuals are growing in size and in 2011 larger scallops dominate. It is also

possible that the size of the scallops from the AUV photos were under-estimated
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Figure 5.4: The proportional scallop shell height frequency distributions from the
AUV survey with a 95% con�dence bound (312 data points), the annual dredge tow
(106 data points) and the small-scale dredge tow (112 data points).

due to the low resolution of the photos, even after correcting for bias. Nonethe-

less, this would not a�ect the shape of the distribution, but rather bring the

peaks of the two distributions closer. If comparisons are made in the same time

and space, then it can still be said that the AUV is less size-selective.

5.4 E�cient sampling strategies to detect modes

in length-distributions

For the case-study formulated with cod data, cost minimization (in terms of

time and money) resulted in a sampling scenario that required fewer samples

of larger sizes. On the other hand, for the capelin port sampling scenario opti-

mum sampling that minimizes cost was obtained with many samples of smaller

sizes. Simulated length distributions from all 3 scenarios resulted in modes

that were identi�ed with narrow enough con�dence bound. Further, the di�er-

ence between demanding precision of mean lengths versus precision of length

distributions was illustrated with variance-equivalence curves (Paper III).
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Figure 5.5: The relative height distribution of scallops from dredge surveys con-
ducted by the Marine Research Institute of Iceland near Stykkishólmur, for the period
2006-2011. An average across years is displayed in black on each plot [1]

.

5.5 Habitat Classi�cation from AUV photos and

side-scan images

GLCM textural features extracted from gray-scale AUV photos were useful in

di�erentiating between scallop and non-scallop habitats. All 3 classi�cation

routines were able to separate the data into 2 main groups. Further, the LDA

model was able to predict the scallop and non-scallop habitats correctly. For a

habitat that had some scallops, a median score that lay in between S and N

was obtained, as expected. Di�erentiation of photos according to densities of

live scallops was not possible with this method. Photos with a lot of dead shells

will be classi�ed as a scallop habitat even though no live scallops are present

(Paper IV).

AUV side-scan sonar data have been used for habitat classi�cation and the

GLCM technology is easily applied to such data, just like photographs. The

present study demonstrated that the side-scan sonar data need to either cover a

more heterogeneous area than the one used in this experiment or be collected at

a considerably higher resolution than available from this AUV. These two con-
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clusions have important consequences on future habitat-mapping experiments.
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6
Conclusions and future

perspective

Based on the key �ndings, the research questions are addressed within the con-

text of the three main themes of the thesis. The limitations of the study are also

discussed, followed by concluding remarks, future work and main contribution

of this research work.

6.1 AUV approach to �sheries stock assessment

This research work successfully developed methods for quantitative population

assessment of Iceland scallops from Gavia AUV photos. The applications are

not limited to Iceland scallops but can be extended to other organisms in the

area that were easily identi�able from the photos, such as star�sh, sea-urchins,

common whelk, mussels and �at�sh. A fundamental sampling theory approach

was taken for abundance estimation from count data because of the lack of any

signi�cant di�erences across survey locations. However, scallops tend to occur

in aggregates, and a strati�ed sampling approach might be more suitable to

study patchy distributions in larger area surveys [58]. Strati�cation provides

more information, which helps to reduce the variability in the estimates. To

allocate samples to strata, reliable AUV positioning data are essential. It is

also acknowledged that samples collected along a continuous transect tend to be

spatially correlated, in which case the assumption of independence and identical

27
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distribution of errors does not hold [59, 60]. Geostatistical methods such as

kriging [60�62] and Gaussian process models [63] could be explored for data

with inherent spatial correlation, although it will depend on the strength of this

correlation whether estimates can be improved over the subsampling approach

used here (Paper I).

A modest comparison of scallop size distribution obtained from a AUV and

dredge survey was made. The bias of the dredge survey is highlighted in the

narrow distribution that was seen in comparison with the wider distribution

that is obtained with an AUV survey. This analysis is rudimentary and further

investigations such as that carried out by [64] are necessary to evaluate any

underlying bias and to validate how representative these surveys are of the true

population (Paper II).

The need for a higher resolution camera on the AUV is evident. Shell identi�-

cation was challenging due to the low resolution of the photos. Higher resolution

digital photos might minimize such �catchability� issues. The orientation of the

shells could also be disputed at times. This would lead to the diameter of the

shell being estimated instead of the height, a challenge also faced by [7]. Inves-

tigations into a better camera system form part of the future goals (discussed

in section 6.4 below).

6.2 E�cient survey designs

Careful experimental design is important to ensure accuracy and e�ciency of

the survey. It was shown that small-scale AUV surveys can be repeated in

a feasible manner to gather enough data replicates. Replicate data can be

used to estimate variance of key population parameters, such as mean scallop

abundance and size distribution in this case. A bootstrap resampling technique

can be used to compensate for the lack of survey replicates. Problems can

arise, however, if the sample size is small and outlying observations exist. If

information is available about the variability in the population then optimum

number of samples can be calculated for any desired coe�cient of variation to

ensure acceptable precision of the survey. For the current dataset, sample size

evaluations as a function of the CV indicated that the number of samples could

be reduced to almost 25% of the current size without sacri�cing much statistical

precision. On the other hand, scallops tend to have a patchy distribution when

larger areas are considered. This variability has to be taken into account when

estimating optimum sample sizes for larger surveys [3] (Paper I).
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Precise length distributions can be more intricate to achieve. Precision of

mean lengths are not enough to track cohorts with reliability, and precision

of entire length-frequency distributions become the requirement in such cases.

This was illustrated with the two case-studies formulated in (Paper III) with

the cod and capelin data, where the commonly used e�ective sample size did

not satisfy the precision criteria to detect modes in the length distributions with

reliability. A time and cost optimization for cod data showed that few samples

of larger sizes were optimum, and were able to detect the modes with su�cient

precision. In this scenario, cost of operating a research vessel dominates, thus

optimization is achieved with fewer samples. In comparison, data with high

variability (capelin case study), will require more samples of smaller sizes to

achieve the desired precision. Many samples will provide more information

about the spatial structure.

Due to lack of spatial e�ects in the AUV survey and poor positioning in-

formation, these data were considered inadequate for evaluations of sampling

designs for identifying modes in length-frequency distributions. In a larger sur-

vey area such spatial di�erences will most likely exist. As such, the generic

techniques developed here can be incorporated into the AUV sampling scheme.

Such analysis has to be repeated with an AUV dataset to draw any �rm con-

clusions, however some general inferences can be drawn. First, the intra-haul

correlation problem is also inherent in AUV data where samples (photos) along

a transect are more similar than between transects; de�ned as spatial autocor-

relation by [60]. Thus, the bootstrap resampling technique developed here will

hold for an AUV dataset. In the context of an AUV survey, S could represent

the number of transects and n could represent the number of photos taken from

within a transect or length of transects. The AUV does not require a research

vessel to operate, therefore operational costs are potentially lower [14, 65] and

many more transects can be sampled in a more feasible manner to study popula-

tions that are known to have patchy distributions, such as the Iceland scallops.

The battery power would be a limitation, which can be solved by having two

battery modules on site to increase operation time. The time required to count

scallops from AUV images can also be minimized with the help of automated

detection routines. Automated detection of individual scallops from Gavia AUV

images has been established by [66]. From the various classi�ers that were ex-

amined in that study, support vector machine 3rd degree polynomial kernel

performed the best. Further, the individual scallops that were identi�ed for

abundance estimation in Paper I were used as a validation dataset. The classi-
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�er achieved 80% accuracy for this dataset, where all the obvious scallops were

detected.

Conclusions are not drawn about the actual design of the cod and capelin

surveys. This analyses does not account for the complex nature of those surveys

and the datasets were only used as proxies for evaluating sampling requirements

in a single-species scenario.

6.3 Habitat characterization

For macrobenthic organisms, habitat mapping is also an elementary step in the

assessment process because they highly depend on the substrate type. All 3

conventional classi�cation techniques based on GLCM textures extracted from

the AUV photos were able to group the images into the two pre-determined

habitat types, scallop bed and non-scallop bed (signi�ed by sandy bottom).

On the other hand, backscatter data from the side-scan sonar mosaic were not

useful in detecting �ne-scale scallop habitats. The survey was not extensive

enough to cover a range of substrate types. The survey area is small with a

single substrate type i.e. gravelly with a lot of shells and shell fragments, as

also seen in the photographs where most contain at least some scallops (Paper

IV).

Ecological studies show that scallops normally occur on sand and gravel

substrates and including information on sediment type and habitat structure

signi�cantly improves the precision of the mean estimates [67, 68]. Therefore,

information gained from habitat mapping (habitat type and distribution of or-

ganisms) can be used to design and stratify the survey accordingly to increase

the precision of the stock abundance estimates. Simulation studies on AUV

survey designs by [60] have shown that including known information on spatial

structure, that can be used to stratify the survey in some nature, yields better

performance of the survey design.

6.4 Future Work

The research presented here lays the groundwork for analytical methods that

can be adapted to larger datasets and survey areas with ease. One of the future

goals is to conduct a full-scale survey in Breiðafjörður with an INS and ensure

that good positioning data are collected by surfacing up to get a GPS �x at
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regular intervals. With better navigation data, habitat maps for the entire

survey area can also be generated.

The low image resolution of the current Gavia camera is also a limitation.

Higher quality photographs would give a better indication of the substrate type,

scallop abundance and distribution, which can be used to improve the quality

of the survey and hence the quality of the abundance estimates.

6.4.1 Camera module for Gavia AUV

A new camera module for the Gavia AUV was developed that adheres to the

Gavia architecture and houses a Canon 5D Mark III camera with a 50 mm

lens [69]. Speci�cation and testing of the module has been a part of this re-

search work. The resolution of the photographs would increase from 0.5 to 22.3

megapixels with the new camera. An appealing feature of this camera is the

extended ISO range of 100 - 102400.

The module is currently in the testing phase. Initial test runs in the ocean

with the new camera module have been successfully completed. One long tran-

sect was surveyed in an area of increasing depth. This area was convenient to

access but did not have a lot of marine life. The initial aim was to �nd appropri-

ate image settings and AUV navigation (speed of the vehicle) that would avoid

motion blur on the images. Photos were taken at di�erent combinations of shut-

ter speed and ISO settings for one �xed AUV speed (400 rpm that roughly cor-

responds to 1m/s. Four shutter speed (100, 250, 500, 1000) were tested against

8 ISO settings (800, 1600, 3200, 6400, 12800, 25600, 51200, 102400). The survey

was conducted on a cloudy day with no additional lighting.

The photos were visually grouped into the following categories with assigned

weights; 2 image clear, objects could be identi�ed and possibly measured i.e

edges were not too fuzzy; 1 image clear, objects could be identi�ed but not

measured with certainty because of fuzzy edges; 0 image out of focus but ob-

jects could still be identi�ed; −1 image completely out of focus but could still

see the seabed; −2 image completely out of focus, dark, or just water column

(useless). A tabulation of the mean values according to the factor groups showed

that without a �ash, useful images were only obtained with an ISO sensitivity of

at least 6400 at a shutter speed of 100 or 250. Higher ISO (51200) was necessary

if shutter speed was increased (500) (Table 6.1 & 6.2). Pictures of moderate

quality could be taken down to depths of 10m at high ISO settings of 25600 &

51200 with no �ash. The quality of the photographs will depend on a combi-
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nation of these parameters. Two colour balanced photos from the new camera

are shown in Figure 6.1. More colours are seen in the photo that is taken from

the surface in a shallow area because of ample ambient lighting. Dead shells

and seaweed can be identi�ed from the photo taken in deeper waters. From

this small experiment it can be concluded that the module in its present state

could be utilized for shallow water operations. The immediate future goals are

to connect the strobe on the AUV to the camera module and conduct more

experimental surveys to optimize the image settings. The new module has been

designed to accommodate any camera of similar dimensions.

ISO

shutter 800 1600 3200 6400 12800 25600 51200 65535

1/100 0 0 0 0.24 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.18

1/250 0 0 0 0.18 0.29 0.47 0.47 0.12

1/500 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.50 0.44

1/1000 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.31 0.25

Table 6.1: Assigned mean weights grouped by ISO and shutter speed.

ISO

depth 800 1600 3200 6400 12800 25600 51200 65535

0 0 0 0 0.18 0.23 0.36 0.41 0.14

2 0 0 0 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

4 0 0 0 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.50 0.33

6 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.57 0.50

8 0 0 0 0.11 0.33 0.55 0.88 0.43

10 0 0 0 0.00 0.25 1.00 1.00 0.86

12 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.25 0.00

14 0 0 0 0.14 0.17 0.14 0.00 0.00

16 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 6.2: Assigned mean weights grouped by ISO and depth.

6.5 Main contribution to scienti�c knowledge

This research work contributes towards advancing management techniques for

macrobenthic organisms in Icelandic waters with presentation of the Gavia AUV
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: Photos taken with a Canon 5D Mark III camera with a 50 mm lens,
without a �ash (a) Photo of seagrass taken from the surface at shutter speed of 250
and ISO of 51200 (b) Photo taken at a depth of 7.25m and at 2.18m from the bottom,
with a shutter speed of 100 and ISO of 25600.

as a potential survey tool for population assessments. To the best of our knowl-

edge, this is the �rst time an AUV has been successfully used for quantitative

�sheries stock assessment purposes in Icelandic waters. Utilizing the repeata-

bility of an AUV survey to optimize sample size and improve survey design is

also novel.

The work carried out was methodological, and generic techniques were devel-

oped for; population assessment of scallops from AUV photos, optimizing survey

designs to obtain precise population parameter estimates, and automated de-

tection of scallop beds from AUV photos. The results from this thesis are thus

broad in scope and contribute to base knowledge that can be applied to most

projects of this nature.

The various bene�ts of AUVs are widely recognized today and AUVs are

at the forefront of ocean studies. As the AUV becomes an established survey

tool, several opportunities for further research are opened. The need for bi-

ological data and sediment samples will always remain and these will require

use of conventional methods such as dredge and grab samples. However, im-

plementation of the AUV as the main survey tool will certainly minimize the

overall environmental disturbance and complement the currently established

survey techniques.
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Abstract

The use of an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) survey method for popu-

lation density estimates of Iceland scallops Chlamys islandica (O.F. Müller) was

evaluated. The main focus was on statistical evaluations and survey design. The

underlying objective was to illustrate how a repeated AUV survey approach can

be used to generate variance estimates of population parameters to verify sta-

tistical precision of population density estimates. As a case study, 5 small-scale

surveys were conducted at a site o� West Iceland. The scallops were visually

enumerated from a random selection of photos of the sea�oor and the count

data were used to estimate mean scallop population abundance with con�dence

limits. A nested random e�ects model yielded no signi�cant di�erence among

the 5 surveys, showing that such small-scale surveys were repeatable. The ap-

plication was small-scale but the methodologies established can be applied to

larger areas of a similar nature.

Keywords: Autonomous underwater vehicle, scallop, Chlamys islandica,

abundance estimate.

I.1 Introduction

The autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) approach to �sheries stock assess-

ment is an emerging �eld of research. Various bene�ts of AUVs over other survey

techniques are known and use of AUVs has become popular for sea�oor mapping

and benthic surveys [70]. Autonomous underwater vehicles are more stable and

can be programmed to track the bottom [18], which is hard to achieve with

towed and tethered survey systems such as remotely operated vehicles (ROVs)

and towed cameras. This stability also makes it a better platform for sonar sur-

veys. Autonomous underwater vehicles can also be deployed from small vessels,

as well as in shallow waters where large vessels cannot operate. The limitations

of this survey method include limited battery power, little communication with

the vehicle operator while in mission, and the need to surface up to obtain a

correct geographic position �x via GPS. While submerged, AUVs track location

using a combination of an acoustic doppler current pro�ler, compass, and a

much more accurate inertial navigation system (INS).

Some previous applications of AUVs for �sheries research purposes include
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benthic evaluations of coral reef systems through high resolution imaging [17,71],

including identi�cation and evaluation of percent coral cover and associated

benthic reef-dwelling organisms [19, 21]. Benthic imagery from AUV surveys

has also been used to estimate the abundance of ground�sh and to typify the

substrate the �sh inhabit [20]. In a recent study by [65] an AUV based stereo-

camera is used to assess the stocks of Ocean Perch Helicolenus percoides through

high-resolution imaging.

With respect to sampling designs, perhaps one of the main bene�ts of an

AUV survey technique is its suitability for collecting replicates in a given area.

Repeated sampling can be achieved in shorter time frame and at lower costs [65]

than towed (e.g. dredge, towed camera) and tethered (e.g. remotely operated

vehicles) survey systems which require continual use of a research vessel. Repli-

cates can then be used to increase survey precision and obtain reliable variance

estimation of key population parameters such as the mean abundance. Each

replicate survey gives a new estimate of the parameter in question, and many

similar surveys will provide the variability needed to determine the con�dence

level of the estimator [72]. Typically a good survey design is associated with

a lower variance of the estimator [73]. When repeated measurements are not

available, statistical techniques such as bootstrap resampling [74] are used to

generate them [7]. This statistical approach can be limiting if the sample size

is small, and problems can arise with outlying observations [75].

The downward facing camera on an AUV is also an important feature to

photograph an area of a known size. With the aid of a proper navigation

system, which regulates the orientation (pitch, roll, yaw) of the vehicle, the

camera takes photographs from the correct angle, which increases reliability in

the estimation of the area covered o� the sea�oor by the survey.

This study evaluated the feasibility of conducting repeated AUV surveys in

a de�ned area for population assessment of a macrobenthic organism. A Gavia

AUV was used. The main species of interest was the Iceland scallop Chlamys

islandica (O.F. Müller). These organisms have minimal movement and thus

are well suited for initial surveys with primary focus on technical evaluations.

In this way, interference with the behavior of the organism is avoided. The

challenges faced when studying motile organisms like �sh are avoidance by the

�sh, species identi�cation, and size estimation of individual �sh [20], all of which

were avoided by focusing on the Iceland scallop.

Benthic imagery, with the use of a similar Gavia vehicle, has been inves-

tigated previously by [23], who conducted a quantitative assessment of an in-
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vasive bivalve species with the use of digital image analysis. The population

density estimates of live shells were predicted from the ratio of the sea�oor area

covered by the dead shells. Dead shells were easy to distinguish because of

their whitish appearance. Individual shells were not identi�ed and enumerated.

Other research applications include mapping of benthic habitats with the use of

Gavia-based acoustic equipment [24], oceanographic studies [25], and mapping

under-ice topography [26].

The methodology of going from photographs to abundance is well-established.

One of the �rst photographic surveys of scallops was conducted by [76], who

used an automatic camera mounted on a 2-person submersible. Scallop densities

were estimated from the photographs through visual identi�cation. In another

study, underwater television and still photographs were used by [77] to estab-

lish photographic surveys as a means to study scallop population abundance.

More recently, video surveys have been used for assessment of scallop �sheries

by [3], [7], and [11]. A towed camera system was developed to conduct the

stock assessment of weathervane scallops in Gulf of Alaska [13]. High-resolution

still imagery has also been used to study the distributions of juvenile and adult

sea-scallops [12].

In the current study, the AUV is presented as a data collection platform

for stock assessment purposes of macrobenthic organisms. In particular, the

repeatability of an AUV survey was explored to verify variance estimates of

mean abundance of Iceland scallops derived from the photographs. As a case in

point, a small-scale experimental study was conducted in Breidafjordur, West

Iceland, where a de�ned site was sampled 5 times. For each repeated survey, the

abundance of the Iceland scallops was estimated from the count data obtained

from the photos of the sea�oor. This work focuses on statistical evaluations and

is an illustration of methods that can be applied to prospective data sets for

larger areas from similar regions.

I.2 Materials and methods

I.2.1 The AUV

The Gavia AUV used in this research is jointly owned by the University of

Iceland and the Vor Marine Research Center at Breidafjordur. The AUV is

about 2.2 m in length and weighs approximately 60 kg in air. It is a modular

system comprised of 5 components (Figure I.1). The control module houses the
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central vehicle computer, which runs Linux. Communication within the vehicle

is achieved by microcontrollers installed in each module, which are connected

throughout via ethernet. The vehicle navigation relies on a satellite based GPS

receiver, a �uxgate compass, a 3 axis inclinometer, a pressure sensor and a

doppler velocity log. From the initial GPS �x and the velocity data from the

doppler velocity log, the position of the vehicle is estimated by dead-reckoning.

Because this particular AUV does not currently have an inertial navigation sys-

tem, increased uncertainty in location while submerged is implied. A sound

velocity meter on the control module provides instantaneous sound velocity

measurements for enhanced navigation and positioning. The depth and orien-

tation (pitch, roll, yaw) of the vehicle are regulated with the data provided by

the inclinometer and the pressure sensor [78]. The vehicle is rated to submerge

to a depth of 500 m. The propulsion module, composed of the main motor

and 4 servos, pilots the vehicle. Forward-facing object avoidance sonar provides

protection against any obstacle in the path of the vehicle. On the surface, com-

munication with the AUV is achieved through an iridium satellite modem, a

wireless local area network (LAN), and a LAN connector. When on a mission,

communication underwater is achieved through an acoustic modem. For emer-

gency communication, the system includes a pinger. A fully charged AUV gives

an operation time of 6-7 hours. The operator interface, used to plan surveys

and issue commands, runs on a windows platform and connects to the AUV

through the wireless LAN. The 2 main instruments on the AUV are the digital

camera and the side-scan sonar. The color digital camera is a Scorpion model

SCOR-20CSO with a resolution 800 × 600. It is downward facing and located

on the underside of the nosecone module, and is controlled from a separate

computer, but synced with the control computer. The lighting comes from a

strobe comprised of 20 LEDs located on the underside of the control module.

The side-scan sonar is a Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd. with a dual frequency

600/1200 kHz. The sonar transducers are positioned on the �anks of the con-

trol module. The data are downloaded post-mission, when the vehicle has been

retrieved. In addition to the digital photos and the side-scan sonar images, a

series of log �les are also generated containing the navigation and survey details.

To date, the AUV has been used primarily by the research institutes to conduct

scienti�c surveys.
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Figure I.1: A schematic of the Gavia autonomous underwater vehicle. Modules from
the right: nose cone with camera, battery module, Doppler velocity log, control unit
with tower and side-scan sonar, and propulsion module. The strobe is located under
the control module.

I.2.2 Species of interest

The Iceland scallop is a long-lived species that dwells most commonly at depths

of 10 − 250 m, with a preferred physical environment characterized by strong

currents and temperatures between −1.5 and 8 ◦C [79]. Sexual maturity is

related to the surrounding temperature, and the size at maturity is estimated

to be around 4− 5 cm in shell height at the age of 5− 7 years [80].

The scallop �shery in Iceland commenced in 1969. A combined e�ect of

protozoan infestation and scallop dredging caused a steep decline in the stock

index from 2000 to 2003 which led to a closure of the �shery in 2004 [80, 81].

Annual dredge surveys have been conducted in the inner part of Breidafjordur

by the Marine Research Institute of Iceland from 1993 to present [81].

I.2.3 Survey

The sampling location is a known scallop ground, approximately 3 km north of

Stykkisholmur in West Iceland. The site is monitored by the Marine Research

Institute of Iceland on a regular basis through dredge surveys. A de�ned site

of 300 × 200 m was sampled 5 times over a span of 2 days in November 2011.

The starting point of each survey was chosen at random. Each survey was

composed of four parallel lines of 300 m in length spaced 50 m apart. The AUV

was navigated at 2.0 m from the bottom at 500 rpm, which roughly corresponds

to 1.6 m/s. The planned mission time for each survey was approximately 20

minutes. Both digital photographs and side-scan sonar data were collected

during the survey. The water depth at the sampling location ranged between
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27 m and 37 m.

Four transects of approximately 300 m in length were extracted from each

survey for analysis. Given the imprecise positioning information of this par-

ticular Gavia, the data were simply considered to be samples from possible

transects within the survey area. Depth variation in the vehicle path caused

the distance from the bottom at which the photographs were taken (altitude)

to range between 1.5 − 2.5 m. Given that the sea �oor in the survey area is

rather �at, these depth variations could be related to the strong current �ow

against which the vehicle had to maneuver, making it di�cult to maintain a

constant altitude from the bottom. For clear visibility, a subset of images taken

at 1.8 − 2.2 m from the bottom was extracted from the data set along each

transect. The percentage of photographs that comprised this subset was depen-

dent on the steadiness of the vehicle along the di�erent transects. For instance,

in survey 4 transect 2, 97% of the photos were taken within the de�ned range

whereas in transect 3 only 40% were within 1.8 − 2.2 m. A random sample of

25 images per transect were selected from this subset, which gave 100 samples

in total per survey. The scallop abundance was extrapolated for a total survey

area of 300× 200 m. The random samples of photographs were thus considered

to be representative of the population in the area.

The camera was con�gured to take 3 frames per second, which ensures 50%

overlap between the images [82]. The photos were stored in an 8-bit jpeg for-

mat. Each photo contains embedded metadata on time, GPS location, altitude

(distance from the bottom), depth (distance from the surface), pitch (movement

of the auv along the y-axis causing a upward or downward tilt), roll (movement

along the x-axis causing a sideways right or left tilt), and image properties such

as brightness, exposure, gamma, white-balance, and shutter speed.

I.2.4 Image enhancement and shell identi�cation

The original images from the AUV had a blue-green tint with a bright center

and darker edges. The images were color corrected and enhanced to reduce the

vignetting e�ect. Gamma correction was applied for contrast enhancement [83].

These routines were carried out within the package EBImage in the R statistical

software (EBImage software version 3.10.0 developed by [84]).

Each enhanced image was examined visually to obtain an absolute count of

all scallops from the image. The main distinguishing features used for identi�ca-

tion were the shape and color of the scallop shell, and the presence of a shadow
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around the valve (round edge) of the shell. Because it is important to di�er-

entiate between live and dead shells, scallops shells that appeared decolorized

(whitish) were considered dead.

I.2.5 Abundance Estimation

The metadata from each image on time, latitude, longitude, altitude, depth,

pitch, and roll of the vehicle were extracted.

The area covered on the seabed by the images is dependent on the angle of

view of the camera, and the distance from the bottom at which the photo is

taken. The angle of view (α) is dependent on the dimensions of the sensor chip

(d), and the e�ective focal length (f):

α = 2 arctan

(
d

2f

)
(I.1)

The camera has a sensor chip size of 8.50 × 6.80 mm, and a focal length of 6

mm [82]. The refraction of light at the air/water boundary has to be accounted

for to calculate the angle of view in water αw:

αw = arcsin

(
na sin(α/2)

nw

)
(I.2)

where nw = 1 and na = 1.33 are the refraction indices for water and air,

respectively. Given the height from the bottom (H), and the appropriate sensor

dimension, the horizontal or vertical distances covered on the sea�oor (D) can

be obtained by:

D = 2H tan(αw) (I.3)

At a distance of 2 m from the bottom, an image covers 1.9 × 1.6 m o� the

ground [82], and each pixel thus represents 0.24 × 0.27 cm. This computation

was veri�ed with a �eld experiment during which a checkered frame of known

dimensions was photographed underwater in a controlled environment with the

AUV camera. The average observed pitch and roll were approximately 1.3◦

and 2.3◦ for all images combined (Figure I.2). The e�ect of pitch and roll on

the area estimates were calculated with the use of basic trigonometry, applied

to each image. The maximum error observed in the area calculation was less

than 2% hence, the e�ect of pitch and roll were considered negligible and were

ignored. None of the identi�ed scallops were partially in the image, therefore,

accounting for edge e�ects was not necessary in this analysis.
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Figure I.2: A histogram of the vehicle (A) pitch and (B) roll, in degrees, for the
sampled images for all 5 surveys.

To remove the variation caused due to di�erences in altitude, the area cal-

culations were scaled to an altitude of 2 m from the bottom by:

ai = ao
H

2
(I.4)

where ao is the original image area, ai is the scaled image area and H is the

distance from the bottom at which the image is taken.

Fundamental sampling theory [31] can be applied to estimate abundance

from count data. Given the area covered by each sample, the scallop counts

were converted to densities as follows:

xti =
yti
ati

(I.5)

where xti is the ith density in transect t, yti is the observed number of

scallops in sample (image) i in transect t, ati is the area of sample i in transect

t. The mean scallop density within each transect, xt., was then obtained by

dividing the total density within transect by the number of samples nt in a

transect t:

xt. =
1

nt

nt∑
i=1

xti (I.6)

The estimated total abundance Zs per survey was extrapolated by multi-
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plying the mean density within transect by the overall area that transect t

represents, At (300× 50 m), and by summing over all transects:

Zs =

T∑
t=1

xt.At (I.7)

The density was calculated along each transect within a survey to determine

whether any spatial di�erences in scallop density existed within the survey area.

The sample variance σ̂2
t is given by:

σ̂2
t = V̂ [xti] =

∑n
i=1(xti − xt.)2

nt − 1
(I.8)

and the variance of the estimated total abundance per survey is obtained as

follows:

σ̂2
Zs

= V̂ [Zs] =

T∑
t=1

A2
t

σ̂2
t

nt
(I.9)

The mean total abundance across the surveys S together with a 95% con�-

dence interval was calculated using basic statistics [85]. The sample coe�cient

of variation (CV) [31], which is the estimate of the population CV, was also

calculated for each survey. Based on these, the number of samples required

to reach any desired CV that would ensure statistical precision of the survey

estimates [51] was calculated.

The survey sites were chosen at random, thus, a linear random e�ects model

was applied to investigate any di�erences between the repeated surveys and

transects within surveys. Investigations were started with a simple random ef-

fects model. The random variable Ysti denotes the ith scallop count in transect

t within survey s, where t and s are considered random factor levels with repli-

cations, with t nested within s. This nested design random e�ects model can

be represented as

Ysti = µ.. + αs + βt(s) + εsti (I.10)

where µ.. is a constant, αs represents the random survey e�ect, βt(s) repre-

sents the random transect e�ect nested within survey, εsti is the random error

variable, all with expectations 0 and variances σ2
α, σ

2
β , and σ

2 respectively [53].

Scallops are more challenging to identify from the images than star�sh which

are more prominent, thus, star�sh were also visually identi�ed and enumerated
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from the same set of images. The data on star�sh counts were then used to

validate the model output.

All the analyses were carried out in the R statistical software [86].

I.3 Results

I.3.1 Image enhancement and shell identi�cation

The enhanced images were color balanced as indicated on the image histograms

(Figure I.3), with more even distribution of light. The enhanced images also

appeared less grainy with sharper edges, which improved object identi�cation.

In general, it was observed that images taken at 1.5−2.0 m from the bottom

were of higher clarity. The clarity of the images were low in turbid waters and

also for images taken at > 2.0 m from the bottom. The Iceland scallop was the

most abundant species in the study area. Other observed organisms included

mussels, sea urchins, and common whelk. Star�sh, Asterias rubens, which are

the chief predators of scallops, were also observed on a number of images in

which scallops were found. The images also gave a rough indication of the

habitat type, which appeared mainly to be gravel with scattered fragments of

dead shells.

I.3.2 Abundance Estimation

The number of live scallops observed per image ranged from 0 − 12 (Figure

I.4A). Of the total photographs examined, about 7% had no observed scallops,

and 20% had 1 scallop. The total number of scallops ys counted from the

100 images comprising a survey ranged from 289 − 341 scallops, resulting in a

estimated mean density range of 0.92− 1.04 scallop/m2. The raised estimated

total abundance of scallops in numbers Zs for the de�ned area of 0.06 sq km

ranged from 55, 104 − 62, 219 for the 5 repeated surveys (Table I.1). Scallops

were observed along all transects. The number of scallops observed per transect

yti ranged from 57− 97, resulting in a estimated mean density range of 0.59−
1.32 scallop per transect (Table I.2). The overall estimated mean density of

scallops across the 5 surveys was 0.98, with a 95% con�dence interval of 0.96

and 1.00. The estimated mean total abundance of scallops in numbers with a

95% con�dence interval across the 5 surveys was 58, 958 ± 1, 134. The CV of

the surveys ranged from 6% - 7% (Table I.1), which was based on a sample size

of 100, giving a standard error of 0.2 for the mean abundance in numbers of
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Figure I.3: An original color digital image of a scallop bed in Breidafjordur, Iceland,
collected from the Gavia autonomous underwater vehicle (A) and an enhanced version
of the original image (right) after color correction (B). Image enhancement gives an
even distribution of the 3 color channels of the image (D) in comparison with the
original (C), in which blue and green dominate. The image was taken at 1.9 m above
the bottom, at a depth of 34.7 m, and with a pitch and roll of 0.3◦ and −1.6◦. The
top left corner of (B) shows an enlargement of 2 live scallops. The shape, color and
the shadow around the valve of the shell were used for identi�cation of the shells. The
bottom right corner shows an enlarged dead scallop shell that has lost its color.

scallops observed per image. A sample of 25 images is required to obtain a CV

of 15%, which would result in a standard error of 0.46.

A nested random e�ects model applied to the transformed count data (Figure

I.4B) showed no signi�cant di�erence between the surveys, σ̂2
α = 6.43 × 10−4,

and the transects within survey, σ̂2
β = 2.52× 10−16. The variability in the data

was dominated by the within transect e�ect i.e the variability between samples,

σ̂2 = 5.18 × 10−1. Because no survey or transect e�ects were determined, no
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Survey ys xs. sd(xs.) Zs sd(Zs) CV

1 341 1.04 0.50 62219 7535 5.99

2 298 0.92 0.47 55104 6985 6.85

3 289 0.99 0.51 59132 7709 7.06

4 314 0.98 0.52 58934 7776 6.50

5 322 0.99 0.50 59404 7488 6.34

Table I.1: The observed number of scallops ys, estimated mean density xs.
(number/m2) and standard deviation sd(xs.), raised estimated total abundance in
numbers Zs and standard deviation sd(Zs) for a de�ned area of 0.06 sq km, and
coe�cient of variation (CV) per survey.

Survey Transect yti xt. sd(xt.) Zt sd(Zt)

1 1 78 0.96 1.14 14356 3421

1 2 85 1.02 1.27 15257 3811

1 3 95 1.18 1.34 17626 4009

1 4 83 1.00 1.27 14980 3804

2 1 77 1.07 1.42 16120 4259

2 2 85 0.95 1.15 14216 3444

2 3 57 0.80 1.03 11953 3101

2 4 79 0.85 1.01 12815 3030

3 1 80 1.15 1.56 17236 4665

3 2 61 0.75 0.89 11225 2672

3 3 74 1.10 1.47 16569 4419

3 4 74 0.94 1.11 14102 3319

4 1 93 1.32 1.65 19842 4957

4 2 77 0.90 1.10 13520 3295

4 3 59 0.59 0.77 8823 2324

4 4 85 1.12 1.48 16747 4432

5 1 76 0.83 1.05 12446 3146

5 2 82 1.00 1.15 14935 3450

5 3 97 1.14 1.48 17057 4454

5 4 67 1.00 1.27 14967 3801

Table I.2: The observed number of scallops yti, estimated mean density xt.
(number/m2) with standard deviation sd(xt.), and estimated total abundance in num-
bers Zt with standard deviation sd(Zt) per transect within survey.
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Figure I.4: A histogram of scallop counts per image for the random sample of 500
images from all 5 surveys combined before (A) and after (B) transformation to square
root.

further investigations were considered necessary.

Linear mixed model fit by REML

Formula: sqrt(y) ~ 1 + (1 | survey) + (1 | survey:transect)

AIC BIC logLik deviance REMLdev

1102 1119 -547.1 1089 1094

Random effects:

Groups Name Variance Std.Dev.

survey:transect (Intercept) 2.5159e-16 1.5862e-08

survey (Intercept) 6.4291e-04 2.5356e-02

Residual 5.1753e-01 7.1940e-01

Number of obs: 500, groups: survey:transect, 20; survey, 5

Fixed effects:

Estimate Std. Error t value

(Intercept) 1.61585 0.03411 47.38

The total number of star�sh counted per survey ranged from 11 − 15. A

nested random e�ects model applied on the star�sh data also yielded no signif-

icant di�erence across surveys or transects within surveys. The mean squared

error of the αs and βt(s) was lower than the residual mean squared error, which

resulted in a negative variance forcing the model output to be zero [87].
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Linear mixed model fit by REML

Formula: sqrt(y) ~ 1 + (1 | survey) + (1 | survey:transect)

AIC BIC logLik deviance REMLdev

359.3 376.1 -175.6 344.8 351.3

Random effects:

Groups Name Variance Std.Dev.

survey:transect (Intercept) 0.00000 0.00000

survey (Intercept) 0.00000 0.00000

Residual 0.11691 0.34192

Number of obs: 500, groups: survey:transect, 20; survey, 5

Fixed effects:

Estimate Std. Error t value

(Intercept) 0.12380 0.01529 8.096

I.4 Discussion

This study contributes towards the progress of management techniques for mac-

robenthic organisms with the use of an AUV as a tool for population density

assessments. The drawbacks associated with the conventional dredge sampling

have been widely recognized. Together with its negative environmental im-

pact [4], the size-selectivity of dredges leads to conservative estimates of the

stock structure [2, 3]. Abundance estimation from photographs collected from

towed camera systems and video surveys have been presented as advancements

to this traditional approach, with validation of improved estimates [3,9]. How-

ever, the precision of such surveys are not easily determined because it is usually

not feasible to repeat these entire surveys to study the variability (but see [61]

for an example of such an analysis based on repeated measurements). The au-

tonomous nature of the AUV makes it favorable for gathering repetitions of

samples to gain con�dence in the assessments, and the Gavia AUV was inves-

tigated in this small-scale study. Most biological and ecological systems are

inherently variable. To be able to achieve a precise estimate of a de�ned popu-

lation parameter, the survey needs to capture this variability [88]. A repeated

day and night survey with an AUV has been done by [89] in which the di-

urnal and nocturnal behavior of sea urchins was studied with high resolution

imaging. The usefulness of an AUV to gather data replicates of �xed sampling

stations at temporal scales is demonstrated by [18]. Their work describes the
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3-dimensional reconstruction and visualization of sea�oor habitat based on cor-

rectly geo-referenced high resolution images. The current study focuses more

on quantitative ecology and statistical evaluations, which can also be used to

optimize survey designs.

The current study yielded precise estimates of the mean density of the Ice-

land scallops at the studied site, which are re�ected in the low CV of less than

7% for all 5 surveys and a tight con�dence bound of ±0.02 around the estimate

of the overall mean density. Approximately 1 scallop was observed per square

meter at the sampled location. The sampling area, which is exposed to wave

action, is known to be a preferred scallop habitat. The 5 repeated surveys and

the transects within surveys were not signi�cantly di�erent and gave very simi-

lar results, which indicates that such small-scale surveys are indeed repeatable.

Because of the lack of any signi�cant e�ects across survey locations, the fun-

damental sampling theory approach (simple random sampling) was considered

adequate for abundance estimation. However, scallops commonly tend to have

a patchy distribution, therefore, a strati�ed sampling approach might be more

suitable for larger area surveys to reduce the variability in the estimates [58]. In

such a case, more reliable AUV navigation data would be required to allocate the

samples to strata. Further development may be needed to identify an appropri-

ate model for such count data, with high occurrence of zeros, should a modeling

approach be adapted for abundance estimation. It is also acknowledged that

samples collected along a continuous transect tend to be spatially correlated, in

which case the assumption of independence and identical distribution of errors

does not hold [59]. Geostatistical methods such as kriging [61,62] and Gaussian

process models [63] could be explored for data with inherent spatial correlation,

although it will depend on the strength of this correlation whether estimates

can be improved over the subsampling approach used here.

With available information on variability, sample sizes can be optimized to

reach desired statistical precision of key population parameters in a cost-e�ective

manner. For the current data set, sample size evaluations as a function of the

CV indicated that the number of samples could be reduced to almost 25% of the

current size without sacri�cing much statistical precision. On the other hand,

scallops tend to have a patchy distribution when larger areas are considered.

This variability has to be taken into account when estimating optimum sample

sizes for larger surveys [3].

For the current study the enumeration of live scallops from the images were

carried out visually. Dead shells tend to break o� at the hinges and decolorize.
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These shells have a brighter appearance on the images and hence could be

di�erentiated from the live ones. Images taken at greater distances from the

bottom (> 2.5 m) cover more area on the seabed but tend to lack details. Images

taken at 1.8 − 2.2 m from the bottom showed increased clarity, which made

identi�cation and enumeration of organisms from these images more feasible.

Identi�cation of the shells was sometimes challenging due to the low resolution of

the photos. Higher resolution digital photos might minimize such �catchability�

issues. Basic image enhancement techniques were used here to improve the

image quality, however, investigations into a better camera system form part of

the future goals.

In conclusion, the AUV survey technique o�ers improved logistics, and time

and cost e�ectiveness [65], which can be optimized to collect repeated samples in

a area. This method is also applicable to other macrobenthic species and �at�sh

[89]. It should be noted that the common assessment methodology of counting

organisms from a dredged sample will only give indices of abundance whereas

images can, in principle, give absolute abundance under certain conditions [3].

Autonomous underwater vehicle surveys are certainly less destructive to the

environment, which in this instance is noteworthy because the area studied has

undergone signi�cant dredging before and has experienced a sharp decline in

scallop stock. An AUV is also a better data collection platform because side-

scan sonar images can be collected simultaneously with the photographs for

habitat classi�cation.
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Abstract

An approach is developed to estimate size of Iceland scallop shells from AUV

photos. A small-scale camera based AUV survey of Iceland scallops was con-

ducted at a de�ned site o� West Iceland. Prior to height estimation of the

identi�ed shells, the distortions introduced by the vehicle orientation and the

camera lens were corrected. The average AUV pitch and roll was 1.3 and 2.3 deg

that resulted in < 2% error in ground distance rendering these e�ects negligible.

A quadratic polynomial model was identi�ed for lens distortion correction. This

model successfully predicted a theoretical grid from a frame photographed un-

derwater, representing the inherent lens distortion. The predicted shell heights

were scaled for the distance from the bottom at which the photos were taken.

This approach was validated by height estimation of scallops of known sizes. An

underestimation of approximately 0.5 cm was seen, which could be attributed to

pixel error, where each pixel represented 0.24×0.27 cm. After correcting for this

di�erence the estimated heights ranged from 3.8− 9.3 cm. A comparison of the

height-distribution from a small-scale dredge survey carried out in the vicinity

showed non-overlapping peaks in size distribution, with scallops of a broader

size range visible in the AUV survey. Further investigations are necessary to

evaluate any underlying bias and to validate how representative these surveys

are of the true population. The low resolution images made identi�cation of

smaller scallops di�cult. Overall, the observations of very few small scallops in

both surveys could be attributed to low recruitment levels in the recent years

due to the known scallop parasite outbreak in the region.

II.1 Introduction

Length-frequency distributions form the most basic data source for investigat-

ing the population dynamics of a species. In its simplest form a size distribution

may provide a description of a recruitment signal and a few years of such data

may indicate whether recruitment is variable or stable, whether growth is fast

or slow, and thus provide indications on the longevity of the species. They

are also particularly useful when age data are di�cult to gather. The Iceland

scallop (Chlamys islandica (O.F. Müller)) �shery in Iceland has so far been

monitored with the use of the conventional dredge survey technique. Numer-

ous studies have shown this method to be size selective and lacking in capture

e�ciency [5, 6], which can lead to conservative population estimates and mis-
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representations in the underlying population structure [2]. The negative impact

it has on the habitat structure of the macrobenthic organisms also makes this

technique unpopular [90, 91]. A shift away from this traditional approach is to

estimate abundance and size distributions from photographs and video surveys

of the sea�oor [3, 7, 8]. A comparative survey between dredge and video sur-

veys of sea scallops conducted by [9] concluded that video surveys gave better

estimates of shell height frequency distribution and densities.

Towed and tethered camera systems are dependent on a research vessel for

operation, which increases their operational costs. In comparison, the capabil-

ity of an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) to operate independently of a

research vessel makes this survey technique potentially more cost e�ective [65].

AUVs can be deployed from any type of research vessel irrespective of their size,

or simply deployed from the shore with minimal manpower. Shallow water habi-

tats can also be surveyed where research vessels cannot operate. It is also more

feasible to take su�cient replicates in a given area with this method. Repeating

entire surveys to assess the con�dence level of key population parameters such

as density estimates is also possible, as shown by [92]. Some of the drawbacks

of the AUV survey technique include limited battery power, little communica-

tion with the vehicle operator while in mission, and the need to surface up to

obtain a correct geographic position �x via GPS. An Acoustic Doppler Current

Pro�ler (ADCP), compass, and Inertial Navigation System (INS) are used to

track position while submerged.

AUV photos have been used in the past to estimate lengths of ground�sh

by [20]. Fish size estimates were then related to the di�erent substrate types

and a logistic regression curve was used to determine the maturity of observed

individuals. In a recent study by [65] an AUV based stereo-camera was used

to assess the stocks of Ocean Perch Helicolenus percoides and estimate the

lengths of individual �sh to assess the length-frequency distributions. Shell

height estimation of scallop shells from video surveys has been done previously

by [3,7,11,93] among others. Studies using towed camera systems include [13].

High resolution imagery has also been used to detect juvenile scallops of size 10

mm [12].

The scallop �shery in Iceland commenced in 1969. A combined e�ect of

protozoan infestation and scallop dredging caused a steep descent in the stock

index from 2000 to 2003, which led to a closure of the �shery in 2004 [80,81]. To

develop the use of an AUV as a stock assessment tool is worthwhile for fragile

habitats such as the current sampling grounds. In this study, a small AUV
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survey was carried out to study scallop populations in a de�ned site o� West

Iceland. Methods were developed for size estimation of individual scallop shells

from the AUV photos. Repeated measurements were used to generate a con�-

dence interval around the observed size distribution. A small-scale comparison

was then carried out between the shell height frequency distributions obtained

from the AUV survey and available data from nearby dredge sampling sites.

II.2 Materials and methods

II.2.1 AUV Survey

A Gavia AUV (Figure II.1) was used to sample a known scallop ground approxi-

mately 3 km north of Stykkisholmur, West Iceland (65◦05.598′ N 22◦45.500′ W)

in November 2011. No speci�c permits were required for �eld work because this

was an academic study and a collaborative work between University of Iceland

and the Vör Marine Research Center at Breidafjordur, West Iceland. The sur-

vey region is not privately owned or classi�ed as a protected area, and sampling

did not involve endangered or protected species. The sampling location is close

to an area monitored by the Marine Research Institute of Iceland on a regular

basis through dredge surveys. A small-scale experimental survey was conducted

that composed of 4 parallel lines of 300 m in length spaced 50 m apart. This

was repeated 5 times within the survey location for variance estimation. This

survey was �rst described in [92] who analyzed the survey for repeatability and

for scallop abundance measurements. The survey description is repeated here

for completeness.

The AUV was navigated at 2.0 m from the bottom at 500 rpm that roughly

corresponds to 1.6 m/sec. The starting point of each survey was chosen at

random. The planned mission time for each survey was approximately 20 min.

Both digital photographs and side-scan sonar data were collected during the

survey. The water depth at the sampling location ranged between 27 and 37 m.

Four transects of approximately 300 m in length were extracted from each survey

for analysis. Given the imprecise positioning information of this particular

Gavia, the data were simply considered to be samples from possible transects

within the survey area. Depth variations in the vehicle path caused the distance

from the bottom at which the photographs were taken (altitude) to range from

1.5−2.5 m. Given that the sea �oor in the survey area is rather �at, these depth

variations could be related to the strong current �ow against which the vehicle
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had to maneuver, making it di�cult to maintain a constant altitude from the

bottom. Strong tidal currents can also lead to murky water conditions, in turn,

a�ecting the visibility in the images. Images taken at greater distances from

the bottom >2.5 m) cover more area on the seabed but tend to lack details.

Identi�cation of smaller scallops can also be more challenging with a wider �eld

of view. Thus, for clear visibility, a subset of images taken at 1.8− 2.2 m from

the bottom was extracted from the data set. The percentage of photographs

that comprised this subset was dependent on the steadiness of the vehicle along

the di�erent transects. For instance, in survey 4 transect 2, 97% of the photos

were taken within the de�ned range whereas in transect 3 only 40% were within

1.8 − 2.2 m. A random sample of 25 images per transect were selected from

this subset, which gave 100 samples in total per survey. The random samples

of photographs were thus considered to be representative of the population in

the area. A random selection was applied to avoid any bias in image selection.

The camera on the AUV is a Scorpion model SCOR-20CSO color digital

camera with a resolution 800× 600. The camera is located on the underside of

the nose module and the lighting comes from a strobe comprised of 20 LEDs

located on the underside of the control module. The camera was con�gured to

take 3 frames/sec that ensures 50% overlap between the images [82]. The photos

were stored in an 8-bit jpeg format. Each photo contains embedded metadata on

time, GPS location, altitude (distance from the bottom), depth (distance from

the surface), pitch (movement of the AUV along the y-axis causing a upward or

downward tilt), roll (movement along the x-axis causing a sideways right or left

tilt), and image properties such as brightness, exposure, gamma, white-balance,

and shutter speed.

II.2.2 Shell identi�cation & size estimation

The obtained images were enhanced for color balance and reduction of vi-

gnetting e�ect as described in [92]. Gaussian blur and linear �ltering techniques

were used to remove noise and sharpen the image. Color contrast was obtained

with gamma correction. The image enhancement routine was implemented us-

ing EBImage routine in R statistical software (EBImage software version 3.10.0

developed by [84]). The associated metadata on time, latitude, longitude, alti-

tude, depth, pitch, and roll of the vehicle were extracted for each image. Scallops

were identi�ed visually from all selected images. The main distinguishing fea-

tures used for identi�cation were the shape and color of the scallop shell, and
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Nosecone

Battery module

DVL INS module

Propulsion module
Control module

Antenna tower

Camera

Side scan sonar transducer

Figure II.1: The Gavia autonomous underwater vehicle used for this study. Modules
include nosecone with camera, battery module, doppler velocity log, control unit with
tower and side-scan sonar, and propulsion module. The strobe is located under the
control module

the presence of a shadow around the valve (round edge) of the shell. Dead

shells tend to break o� at the hinges and decolorize. Therefore, scallop shells

that had a brighter (whitish) appearance on the images were considered dead

(Figure II.2). Scallop shell size (height) was measured from the tip of the valve

to the umbo (hinge) of the shell where the valves connect. Pixel points (xi, yi) at

the tip and the base of each identi�ed shell were recorded for height estimation.

Prior to height estimation of objects from underwater photographs, the geomet-

ric distortions introduced by the unstable movement of the camera (due to the

pitch and roll of the vehicle), and the camera lens need to be corrected [52].

The AUV has a downward facing camera. With the aid of a proper naviga-

tion system, which regulates the orientation (pitch, roll, yaw) of the vehicle, the

camera takes photographs from the correct angle. This increases reliability in

the estimation of the area covered o� the sea�oor by the survey. At a distance

of 2 m from the bottom an image covers 1.9× 1.6 m on the ground [92]. On a

800× 600 resolution image each pixel represents 0.24× 0.27 cm on the ground.

The e�ect of pitch and roll on the area covered on the ground was calculated

with the use of basic trigonometry, applied to each image. The angle, in deg,

between the outside �eld of view and a straight line (θ) is given by:

θ = arctan

(
D/2

H

)
× 180

π
(II.1)
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Figure II.2: An enhanced color digital image of a scallop bed in Breidafjordur,
Iceland, collected using the Gavia autonomous underwater vehicle. The image was
taken at 1.96 m above the bottom and 28.9 m depth with a pitch and roll of 0.6 and
2 deg. The bottom right corner shows an enlargement of a live scallop. The bottom
left corner shows an enlarged dead scallop shell that has decolorized.

where D represents the horizontal or vertical dimension on the ground and

H represents the height from the bottom at which the photo was taken.

Any change in the pitch and roll (φ) can now be accounted for and a new

dimension (Dn) can be calculated by:

Dn = H × tan
(

(θ ± φ)× π

180

)
(II.2)

The average pitch and roll in the dataset were approximately 1.3 and 2.3

deg, which resulted in an error of approximately 1% and 2% in the estimated

horizontal and vertical dimensions of the image. These e�ects were thus con-

sidered negligible. None of the identi�ed scallops were partially in the image

therefore accounting for edge e�ects was not necessary in this analysis.

A frame with checkered lines was photographed underwater to study the in-

herent distortions introduced by the camera lens. The frame was photographed

in a freshwater pool at a depth of approximately 1 m. A pincushion distortion

e�ect was seen with the lines bending inwards. The bending of the straight
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lines along the corners indicate that the distortions caused by the camera lens

are greater at the edges than the center of the image (Figure II.3).

A second-order polynomial regression model was �tted to obtain a lens dis-

tortion correction. The identi�ed model successfully predicted a undistorted

reference grid (dependent variable) from the distorted matrix (independent vari-

able) extracted from the underwater photo of the frame. The X and Y pixel

points of the reference grid were modeled separately as follows:

Zi = β0 + β1Xi + β2X
2
i + β3Yi + β4Y

2
i + β5XiYi (II.3)

where Xi and Yi represent the coordinates of the distorted matrix.

The model �t is illustrated in Figure II.4 where the �tted values (red) are

superimposed on the reference grid. The models were then used to predict the

distance d between the pixel points marked at the tip and base of each identi�ed

shell. This estimate of d was then scaled for the height from the bottom at which

the photo was taken to obtain a size estimate for each identi�ed shell:

L = d ∗ (H/h) (II.4)

where L represents the size of the scallop shell, h represents the height from

the bottom at which the checkered frame was photographed and H represents

the height from the bottom at which the scallop was photographed.

To validate this approach of shell height estimation a ground-truthing ex-

periment was conducted. Some live scallops were gathered from Breidafjordur,

measured and aggregated into the following 4 height (cm) categories; 5.0− 5.5,

5.5 − 6.0, 6.0 − 6.5 and 6.5 − 7.0. The categories were formed to test whether

a di�erence of 0.5 cm in shell height can be detected. The scallops were then

placed in separate sections in a net, planted along the intertidal zone, and pho-

tographed with the AUV camera at a depth of approximately 2 m during high

tide. The heights of shells that were lying �at on the sea�oor were predicted

with the use of the second-order polynomial regression model de�ned above.

These included 4− 5 shells per size category.

A nested design random e�ects model was used to compare the estimated

scallop sizes across the 5 repeated surveys:

Ystfi = µ... + αs + βt(s) + γf(st) + εstfi (II.5)

where µ... is a constant, αs represents the random survey e�ect, βt(s) rep-
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Figure II.3: A checkered frame photographed underwater with the AUV camera for
lens distortion correction where each square represents 15 × 15 cm.
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Figure II.4: A undistorted reference grid (black) and prediction (red) from the
distorted matrix extracted from the image of the checkered frame in Figure II.3.
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resents the random transect e�ect nested within survey, γf(st) represents the

random frame e�ect nested within the survey and transect, εstfi is the ran-

dom error variable, all with expectations 0 and variances σ2
α, σ

2
β , σ

2
γ and σ2

ε

respectively [53].

To determine whether the repeated surveys were signi�cantly di�erent, a

full model was compared with a reduced model without the survey e�ect. The

lme4 package [94] in the R statistical software [86] was used for random e�ects

analyses.

II.2.3 Dredge Survey

The Marine Research Institute of Iceland conducts an annual dredge survey

in the inner part of Breidafjordur to monitor the status of the scallop stock.

A total of 120 sites are sampled with the use of a 470 kg sledge dredge of

1.5 m width. The length of each tow is approximately 0.4 nautical miles. A

subsample of scallops are taken from each tow after weighing the total catch.

Approximately 100 scallops are measured and the remainder are counted [81].

Survey data from September 2011 was used to select a tow that was close to

the AUV sampling site. The start and end positions of the tow were 65◦05.900′

N 22◦43.630′ W and 65◦05.660′ N 22◦43.010′ W.

A smaller-scale monthly survey is also conducted at 10 sites where a smaller

dredge of size 1× 0.2 m is used. Dredging is done at a vessel speed of approx-

imately 2 mph with a towing time of approximately 5 min. Tows are taken at

random in the de�ned site and only the starting point of the tow is recorded.

A sample of scallops from each tow are measured and counted. An estimate of

the total number of scallops caught in the tow is not calculated. Data from the

tow that was in close proximity to the AUV sampling site (∼ 200 m) was used.

The chosen tow was sampled in October 2011. The starting position of the tow

was 65◦05.557′ N 22◦46.643′ W.

II.3 Results

The number of live scallops observed per image ranged from 0−12. Abundance

estimation of scallops from these count data are presented in [92].

The images of scallops from the ground-truthing experiment were taken in

ambient lighting. These images were thus of a better quality (Figure II.5). A

comparison of the known and estimated mean heights of the planted scallops
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showed that the heights were underestimated by approximately 0.5 cm in all

4 size categories (Figure II.6). This could be attributed to pixel error. With

each pixel representing 0.24× 0.27 cm, clicking a pixel away on each side could

introduce an error of approximately 0.5 cm. To account for this disparity, a

simple linear regression model was used to predict the shell heights based on

the relationship between the known and estimated mean shell heights of the

planted scallops. The data thus transformed were used in the analysis below.

An analysis of variance between the full model and a reduced model without the

survey e�ect yielded no signi�cant di�erence (χ2 = 0.1521) showing that the

estimated lengths across the 5 repeated surveys were not signi�cantly di�erent

i.e. there is no obvious inconsistency between the AUV surveys.

Models:

lme1: le.dat ~ 1 + (1|survey:transect) + (1|survey:transect:frame)

lme2: le.dat ~ 1 + (1|survey) + (1|survey:transect) +

(1|survey:transect:frame)

Df AIC BIC logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)

lme1 4 3758.4 3779.9 -1875.2

lme2 5 3758.4 3785.2 -1874.2 2.0513 1 0.1521

The variability in the data was dominated by the within-frame e�ect (σ̂2
ε =

0.535) and the frame e�ect (σ̂2
γ = 0.144). The survey e�ect and transects within

survey e�ect were not signi�cant (σ̂2
α = 0.00675, σ̂2

β = 0.00196).

The sample size of the 5 AUV surveys ranged from 289-341. The annual

dredge tow and the small-scale dredge tow had sample sizes of 106 and 112

respectively. A comparison of the proportional shell height frequency distri-

butions between the AUV and dredge surveys showed non-overlapping peaks

(Figure II.7). A broader size range of scallops was observed in the AUV survey.

The estimated scallop shell heights from the AUV survey ranged from 3.8− 9.3

cm with a mean of 6.6 cm. The repeated measurements were used to generate a

con�dence bound around the shell height distribution obtained from the AUV

survey. The mean sizes of scallops observed in the small and annual dredge

tows were 7.0 cm and 7.2 cm.

II.4 Discussion

An e�cient survey scheme forms a fundamental component of a good �sheries

management system. Improvements in data quality can be accomplished with
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Figure II.5: Iceland scallops photographed with a AUV camera at 1.94 m above the
bottom, from the water surface. Approximate size scales, 6.0 and 6.5 cm, for known
scallop sizes are also displayed.
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Figure II.7: The proportional scallop shell height frequency distribution from the
AUV survey with a 95% con�dence bound (312 data points), the annual dredge tow
(106 data points) and the small-scale dredge tow (112 data points).

enhanced data collection techniques and modern technological approaches. In

this age of underwater robotics, autonomous underwater vehicles equipped with

photographic and acoustic equipment are seen as novel tools that can be used to

advance �sheries sampling techniques [65]. The time and cost e�ectiveness of the

AUV survey technique makes it a novel approach, which can be utilized to gather

enough data replicates in a given area. This survey was conducted on a small-

scale with the aim to establish methodologies and develop the use of the Gavia

AUV for management of macrobenthic organisms. In particular, a technique

for scallop shell height estimation from AUV photos was presented. An analysis

of variance showed that the scallop size estimates across the 5 repeated AUV

surveys carried out in the study area were not signi�cantly di�erent. Precision

is a desirable factor in marine survey data, and repeated measurements give

con�dence bounds that can be used to detect modes in size distributions with

higher certainty.

Approximately 1 scallop was observed per square meter at the sampled lo-

cation. The habitat type, as observed from the images, mainly appeared to be

gravelly with scattered fragments of dead shells. The observed dominance of
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larger individuals in the obtained shell height frequency distribution is charac-

teristic of an un�shed long-lived species, where larger individuals accumulate

in a population over time. The Iceland scallop is a long-lived species that most

commonly dwells in waters between 10 − 250 m with a preferred physical en-

vironment characterized by strong currents and temperatures between −1.5 to

8 ◦C [79]. Sexual maturity is related to food availability and surrounding tem-

perature, and the size at maturity is estimated to be around 4 − 5 cm shell

height at the age of 5− 7 years [80].

Non-overlapping shell height frequency distributions were seen between the

AUV and dredge surveys. A narrower size range of scallops was observed in

the dredge sample than the AUV sample. This could re�ect the size selectivity

of a dredge and its bias towards larger individuals in a population, which is

a known concern [2, 3]. The dredge used for scallop surveys contains rings of

approximately 6 cm in diameter. Hence, larger individuals dominate the height

frequency distribution. Further, the tow from the annual dredge survey used for

comparison was approximately 1 km away from the AUV survey location and

falls in a slightly deeper area ( 50 m) than the AUV survey. Scallop distribution

is known to be correlated with water depth with a shift toward the deeper waters

with increasing size [95]. It could be possible that bigger scallops were present

in this deeper area. It was hard to determine the direction of the small-scale

dredge tow as only the starting point of the survey was known. However, it was

nearer to the AUV sampling site than the annual survey tow. It is well-known

that standard tests comparing such frequency distributions can not be used due

to the correlations in the data [96], but the di�erence here is compelling since

the AUV �nds many more scallops of smaller sizes. The outcome that the AUV

�nds scallops of a much wider size range highlights the bias of the dredge survey.

On the other hand, shell heights from the AUV survey could potentially be

underestimated due to the low resolution of the photographs, e.g. due to pixel

error. The edges of the shells appeared fuzzy and hence were di�cult to detect

with certainty. This pixel error could also be de�ned as operator error if the

operator had the tendency to click on the inner edges of the shells. Only one

operator identi�ed and marked the scallops. Although, the model used for shell

height estimation was validated with ground-truthing data on planted scallops

of known sizes, the quality of the photos used for validation was much higher

than the images from the actual survey. These calibration photos were taken

in ambient lighting whereas the survey was conducted in low light and murky

conditions. Additionally, identi�cation of the shells in the survey was sometimes
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challenging due to the low resolution of the photos. The orientation of the shells

could also be disputed at times. This would lead to the diameter of the shell

being estimated instead of the height, a challenge also faced by [7].

The low resolution images made identi�cation of smaller scallops di�cult.

Some small scallops were observed in the dredge survey. These could be juvenile

scallops that tend to attach themselves to the inner part of the older shells and

get collected in the dredge [97]. Overall, the observations of very few small

scallops in both surveys could be attributed to low recruitment levels in the

recent years due to the known scallop parasite outbreak in the region. Star�sh

Asterias rubens, which are the chief predators of scallops were also observed on

a number of images where scallops were found. These predators are known to

feed on juvenile scallops [97].

Basic image enhancement techniques were used here to improve the im-

age quality; however, investigations into a better camera system are underway.

Some of the problems faced here can be alleviated with higher resolution digital

photos, but there will always be a need for image enhancement because a better

camera will merely move the limits of detection towards higher altitudes (dis-

tance from the bottom at which photos are taken) and smaller organisms. The

ground-truthing experiment showed that it was possible to detect a di�erence

of 0.5 cm in shell heights. For the same altitude, this can be improved with

better image quality. Given that it was seen that the vehicle position has some

uncertainty, a better navigation system would also be desirable.

A small-scale comparison was made between the AUV and dredge survey

data; however further investigations such as that carried out by [64] are neces-

sary to evaluate any underlying bias and to validate how representative these

surveys are of the true population. The preliminary results of this study, how-

ever, indicate that the AUV might provide a better estimate of population

structure because a broader size range of scallops were seen. Nevertheless, a

more detailed comparison with an improved camera system is needed prior to

any �rm conclusions.
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Abstract

An approach to evaluate sampling strategies to detect modes in length-distributions

is presented. Distributions based on various number of samples (S) and sample

sizes (n) were simulated from the original cod and capelin data in Icelandic

waters, incorporating within sample correlations. A peak was discerned if the

di�erence between any simulated and original distribution did not exceed a pre-

speci�ed ∆, given a probability. This was achieved with numerous combinations

of S and n, and the optimal choice will depend on the sampling costs. Variance-

equivalence curves also illustrate the di�erence between demanding precision of

mean lengths versus precision of length distributions.

Keywords: Length distribution, sampling, optimal, �sheries

III.1 Introduction

Sustainable utilization of �sh stocks requires some form of assessment or mon-

itoring scheme, from which quantitative measurements are gathered for man-

agement decisions. The adopted sampling strategies, which will in�uence the

precision of the estimates, are constrained by the costs associated with data

collection. For these reasons, evaluating optimal sampling strategies is a com-

mon point of interest in �sheries survey design because it is essential to obtain a

suitable balance between the cost of conducting the survey and the precision of

the estimates [98�100]. Similar concerns arise for port sampling of commercial

catches.

The importance of taking the intra-haul correlation e�ect into account when

designing sampling strategies is well-established [29, 54]. Fishing gears are de-

signed to selectively remove certain individuals, usually the larger ones, and

�sh caught together tend to have more similar characteristics because of gear

selectivity and animal behaviour than �sh caught in a random manner. There-

fore, �shing does not randomly sample individual �sh from a stock implying

that measurements are correlated, as illustrated by [101]. This necessitates a

di�erentiation between the number of samples and sample sizes when evaluat-

ing sampling strategies. Some previous studies such as [102�105] disregard the

intra-haul correlation issue by basing their evaluations on total number of mea-

surements only. However, it has been shown by studies such as that carried out

by [27�30] that taking more samples of smaller sizes is more e�cient because it
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captures the variability in the system and improves the precision of the survey

estimates. These studies were based on evaluating precision of mean lengths,

with e�ective sample size [31] as a measurement criterion. However, where en-

tire length frequency distributions are of concern, precision assessments based

on the entire distribution may be more suitable [106]. It is not su�cient to

merely have an indication of the precision of the mean length in the samples

since the desire here is the knowledge about the actual peaks or the di�erences

between the peaks and the troughs in the distribution.

The e�ect of reducing the sample size on the precision of length distribution

was brie�y evaluated by [54]. A 95% con�dence bound around each 5 cm length

bin was generated, using the bootstrap resampling technique [107], to test the

precision of the distribution. It was shown that a considerable reduction in

the sample size had little e�ect on precision because the 95% con�dence bound

did not increase much. The drawback of using the con�dence interval as an

assessment criterion is that much wider con�dence bounds will be obtained

for smaller �sh as seen in Figure 3 of [54]. [106] evaluated e�cient sampling

designs for sampling length distributions of four reef �sh. Length distributions

were simulated for selected combinations of number of samples and sample

sizes and were compared with the original with the use of some pre-speci�ed

precision criteria. E�ective sample sizes were then calculated for each sampling

scenario based on bootstrap resampling. However, as noted by the author, the

choice of the sampling design will greatly depend on the resources available.

Thus, apart from focusing on obtaining precise length distributions, which is

one prerequisite, it is also important to focus on cost optimization to determine

the most favorable sampling design. The present study focuses on taking into

account both these aspects.

The current study evaluated the combinations of sample sizes n and num-

ber of samples S required to obtain a speci�c level of precision in a sampled

length distribution, i.e. to distinguish the peaks and troughs with some statis-

tical reliability. Cod (Gadus morhua) from the Icelandic ground�sh survey and

capelin (Mallotus villosus) from commercial catches in Icelandic waters were

used as case studies. First, the intra-haul correlation e�ect was demonstrated

for the capelin data set. Second, the n and S combinations which satis�ed a

pre-speci�ed precision criterion was evaluated for both data sets. Third, a cost

optimization routine was used to identify the optimum n and S for both cases

with given cost settings.
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III.2 Methods

III.2.1 Length-Frequency Data

To take into consideration both survey and port sampling scenarios, survey data

on cod from the Icelandic ground�sh survey, and capelin data from commercial

catches in Icelandic waters were analyzed.

Capelin is a small pelagic species widespread in the oceans of the northern

hemisphere [108]. Capelin data demonstrate within sample correlations, i.e.

some samples contain only small �sh whereas others contain only large individ-

uals. The capelin data used in this analysis consisted of 550 biological samples,

accumulated over the period of 1972 − 2007. Samples that contained at least

100 length measurements were used, providing a total of 71, 155 measurements.

The �sh lengths ranged from 5.5− 27.5 cm, rounded to the closest 0.5 cm.

The Icelandic ground�sh survey was designed around the density of cod

in the area [109] and an extensive data set exists on cod which makes it a

good example to evaluate methods. The data from the spring survey for the

period 1985− 2012 were used where a total of 4964 samples were selected each

of which had at least 100 length measurements, giving a total of 1, 170, 875

measurements. The �sh lengths ranged from 5 − 147 cm, using the original 1

cm length bins, as measured.

These data matrices provide the `original' composite length distribution

(proportion in numbers at length, {πl}) for the respective cases (Figure III.1).
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Figure III.1: The `original' composite length distribution of (a) capelin and (b) cod
with the illustration of the ∆ value used for evaluation.
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III.2.2 Monte-Carlo Simulation

Denote the length distribution (in proportions) in a sample s by πsl and the

combined `original' length distribution across samples by πl. This combination

is a total count (across samples) of all �sh in a length group. It is acknowledged

that this is not the optimal way to combine samples of di�erent sizes [110,111]

but comparisons of aggregation strategies is outside the scope of this paper.

Monte Carlo simulation was used to generate length distribution based on var-

ious S and n from the `original' distribution. Sample selection is based on a

specialized resampling procedure taking into account within-sample or intra-

haul correlations, which are commonly observed in �sheries sampling. The

method is performed in a manner related to the block bootstrap [112] and the

bootstrap approach used in population dynamics models such as Gadget [113],

although in a di�erent context.

For comparative purposes, and to emphasize the importance of the intra-haul

correlation, a traditional bootstrap method was used to investigate the behavior

of variance estimates under classical assumptions �rst, using the capelin data.

Thus, S samples, each of size n, were drawn randomly (with replacement) from

the entire collection of all �sh and the behavior of estimates investigated. This is

the traditional bootstrap approach where measurements were treated as if they

were all independent. This technique uses random resampling of data from

an original data set [74,107]. There are however known correlations among the

length measurements within samples and this invalidates the above method and

any method based on assuming the independence of measurements within sam-

ples. The procedure was therefore modi�ed to take account of the correlation

structure through a specialized resampling technique. Accordingly, S samples

were �rst drawn with replacement. Subsequently n length measurements were

randomly drawn with replacement from each selected sample, providing �rst

the individual proportions in numbers (p∗sl), and subsequently the simulated

overall length distribution (p∗l ). All combinations of S and n from 1 to 200

were evaluated. The length measurements from within a sample were drawn

with replacement because some original samples had fewer measurements than

200. For cod data, a set of 1000 replicates were generated for each combination.

A set of 5000 replicates were generated for capelin data as this was a much

smaller data set. All simulation routines were implemented in the R statistical

package [86].
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III.2.3 Intra-haul correlation e�ect

A simple one-way random e�ects model (based on [101]), for the length mea-

surements is given by

ysi = µ+ αs + εsi (III.1)

where ysi is the length of the i'th �sh in the s'th sample, µ is the population

mean of all �sh, αs is the random e�ect of the s'th sample and εsi is the variation

of the i'th �sh within the s'th sample. It is assumed that all the α and ε are

independent and have variances σ2
s and σ

2
e , respectively. An analysis of variance

on the capelin data gives;

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F Pr(>F)

sample 549 358903 654 363.2 < 2.22e-16

error 70605 127091 2

Within this model the variance of length is composed of two components,

one due to di�erences between the samples and one due to the within-sample

variation:

V [ysi] = σ2 = σ2
s + σ2

e (III.2)

and the above analysis of variance is used as input to estimate these com-

ponents with

σ̂2
S = (MSR−MSE)/n′ = 5.039

σ̂2
E = MSE = 1.8

σ̂2 = σ̂2
S + σ̂2

E = 6.837 (III.3)

where the value n′ = 129.37 is obtained from

n′ =
1

S − 1

(∑
s

ns −
∑
s

n2s/
∑
s

ns

)
(III.4)

where S is the number of samples and ns is the number of measurements in

a sample [53, see e.g. pp 1038].

When computing the mean length across all samples one estimates µ with

µ̂ = ȳ.. =

∑S
s=1

∑ns

i=1 ysi
N

=

∑
si µ+ αs + εsi

N
(III.5)
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where N =
∑
ns is the total number of measurements.

The important issue is how the variance of this changes with the size of each

sample and the number of samples, within the present model. First, note that

if ns = n for all s so that N = nS, then one can rewrite the estimator:

µ̂ =

∑
si µ+ αs + εsi

N
= µ+

∑
s αs
S

+

∑
si εsi
N

(III.6)

Since µ is a constant and the rest are independent, the variance of the

estimator is given by

V [µ̂] =
σ2
s

S
+
σ2
e

N
(III.7)

With S = 550 in the present scenario these terms are estimated with

σ̂2
S/S = 0.0091618

σ̂2
E/N = 0.0000253

V [µ̂] = 0.0091871 (III.8)

and it follows that the between-sample variation completely dominates the

result. In particular it should be noted that an ordinary estimate of variance

based on s2/N = 0.000102 is o� by a factor of almost ten. The reason is of

course the within-sample correlation ρ̂, estimated with

ρ̂ =
σ̂2
S

σ̂2
S + σ̂2

E

= 0.74. (III.9)

To further illustrate the intra-haul correlation e�ect, each resulting boot-

strapped length distribution was compared with the original through the sum

of squared errors (SSE∗):

SSE∗ =
∑
l

(p∗l − πl)
2 (III.10)

The expected SSE∗ for a given combination was estimated with the average

SSE∗ across all bootstrapped length distributions.

A new sampling scheme with S samples, each of size n will provide a mean

length with a variance given by equation (III.7), and this can now be evaluated

for a range of (S, n) pairs. For S samples, each of size n, we have N = nS and

equation (III.7) can be written as
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V [µ̂] =
1

S

(
σ2
s +

σ2
e

n

)
(III.11)

which demonstrates how a given variance can be obtained for several com-

binations of S and n.

III.2.4 Selecting S and n to identify modes in length distri-

butions

To identify the incoming peak from survey data, the sample size n and the

number of samples S need to be set in such a manner that the incoming peak is

clearly separated from the older peaks. This implies that the �rst peak is sep-

arated from the others by a clear trough. Consider �rst the length distribution

of capelin in Figure III.1, where it is seen that the di�erence between the �rst

peak and the �rst trough is approximately 0.015. This di�erence is a measure

of the sort of accuracy needed, but it can be used in more than one way. For the

sake of illustration, this di�erence will be used to de�ne a value, ∆, describing

how close a sampled length distribution should be to the `truth'.

To discern a peak a requirement was set that a di�erence of no more than

∆ from the `original' length distribution in proportions, πl, be obtained for any

simulated length distribution with a given probability β, i.e.

p(S, n) = P

[
max
l
|p∗l − πl| ≤ ∆

]
≥ β (III.12)

For capelin, the ∆ was pre-speci�ed at 0.015. Two distinct peaks were ob-

served in the capelin length distribution as the data are from sampling commer-

cial catches. For cod the di�erence between the �rst peak and the �rst trough

was approximately 0.013, which speci�ed ∆ (Figure III.1). The probability β

was set to 80% for both cases. In other words the maximum deviation of the

absolute di�erence between the original and the simulated length distribution

should not exceed ∆ in 80% of the replicates. The ∆ speci�es how uniformly

close one needs to be to the true length distribution. This contrasts [106] in

which a total sum of absolute deviations was used. This latter method does not

guarantee identi�cation of a peak.

The current method will lead to many combinations of n and S that will

satisfy the criterion in equation III.12. The identi�cation of the optimum n

and S was based on a cost optimization model. Suppose CS is the cost of a

sample (travel, set-up etc.) and Cn is the cost of measuring a single �sh within
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a sample. If n �sh are measured in each of S samples, then a total of nS �sh

are measured and the total cost will be

Z = CSS + CnnS (III.13)

The optimum n and S was obtained by minimizing this cost function for

the n, S pairs which satis�ed the precision criteria leading to the constrained

optimization problem

min
n,S

Z = (CS + Cnn)S (III.14)

wrt p(n, S) ≥ β

where p(n, S) is the coverage probability.

For capelin data, a simple port sampling scenario was considered during

which the samples are collected from di�erent �shing vessels at the same port.

The cost of obtaining a sample CS depends on the travel time to the port and

the time taken to set up the individual independent samples. A typical cost in

terms of time could be 30 mins and 10 mins respectively. If 10 samples were to

be collected per trip, then the cost per sample CS , in terms of time, would be 13

mins (10 mins + 30 mins/10 samples) or 780 sec. Suppose further that the time

taken to measure a �sh Cn is 15 sec per �sh. Then the optimization procedure

can be used to �nd the optimal S and n that minimizes the cost function.

Taking a survey scenario for the cod data, the costs CS and Cn were both

considered in terms of time and money. The cost of obtaining a sample mainly

depends on the travel time between the stations, the trawl haul set-up and

retrieval, and the towing time of the vessel. With 4 vessels in operation, the

Icelandic ground�sh survey samples 530 stations annually, with a survey du-

ration of 14-15 days. The travel time between stations with haul set-up is on

average 1 hr. The towing time at each station is approximately 1 hr. This would

result in a CS of 7200 sec. As de�ned above, the Cn was assumed to be 15 sec.

The vessel cost per day, including crew is approximately USD $15,000. The

CS , in terms of money, would be $1,250 (2 hrs * $15,000 per day / 24 hrs per

day). The cost associated with measuring a �sh mainly comprises the wages of

the �sheries scientists on board recording the sample, which can be estimated

at $25 per hr, giving a Cn of $0.1 per �sh ($25/240 �sh measured per hr).
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III.3 Results

III.3.1 Intra-haul correlation e�ect

As the S and n increase, the squared di�erence between the `original' length

distribution and the bootstrapped length distribution decreases. In Figure III.2a

the SSE∗ contours for capelin imply that a decrease in SSE∗ can either be

obtained by increasing the number of samples or number of measurements.

This indicates that only the total number of measurements is important. For

example, an SSE∗ of 0.004 can be obtained with 20 samples of size 15, or with

10 samples of size 30.

Accounting for within sample correlations results in a considerable change in

the SSE∗ contours (Figure III.2b). In this case the decrease in SSE∗ is slower

with increasing number of samples than in Figure III.2a. In particular, an SSE∗

of 0.004 is now obtained only with a greater number of samples, or when there

are over 20 disregarding the sample size. The overall message is that a greater

emphasis needs to be placed on obtaining more rather than larger samples.
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Figure III.2: Contours of the change in SSE∗ for di�erent combinations of number
of samples (S) and sample sizes (n) for (a) random resampling and (b) specialized
bootstrap to take intra-haul correlation into account, using capelin data. The subplot
in (a) is the `original' length distribution of capelin.
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III.3.2 Selecting S and n to identify modes in length distri-

butions

For both cases, capelin and cod, more than one combination of n and S resulted

in length distributions that were close to πl, with a probability of ≥ 80% indi-

cated in blue (Figures III.3 & III.4). The red area shows the n, S pairs which do

not satisfy the precision criteria. The n, S pairs which satisfy the criteria with a

probability of 80% lay along the green line, which was obtained using a loess �t.

A cost optimization function based on the port sampling scenario for capelin

resulted in an (n, S) pair of (27,191) as optimum, shown in black in Figure III.3.

This is the point at which the cost contour line (black) intercepts the line which

satis�es the precision criteria. For the cod survey sampling scenario, the cost

in terms of time, was minimized at an (n, S) pair of (108,36), whereas an (n, S)

pair of (200,33) minimized the cost de�ned in terms of money, shown in blue

and black respectively in Figure III.4. The length distributions obtained from

all these n, S pairs are presented in Figure III.5 with a 80% con�dence bound

(dashed lines), and compared with the respective original composite length dis-

tributions (black). It was seen that the modes were identi�ed with a narrow

enough con�dence bound.

One can also consider equivalent n, S pairs in terms of the variance derived in

equation III.11. For the capelin case study (Figure III.3), the optimal n = 27,

S = 191 gives corresponding variance estimate V [µ̂] = 0.027 and any (n, S)

values satisfying

S =
1

0.027

(
σ̂2
S +

σ̂2
E

n

)
(III.15)

give the same variance. The corresponding set of (n, S) values is indicated

with the dashed line in Figure III.3. Similarly for the cod case study, the

variance contour derived from the two estimated optimum (n, S) pairs are indi-

cated with the dashed lines in Figure III.4. Traditionally, the e�ective sample

size (neff ) is the number of independent samples required to reach the same

precision [30]. Hence for Figure III.3 with n = 27 and S = 191, together with

the variance estimates from equation III.3, we obtain neff = 253 where neff
is obtained with σ̂2

neff
= V [µ̂]. This is also the point at which the variance

line intercepts the y-axis (Figure III.3). Similarly, for the cod case study the

neff for both the time and cost scenarios were 70 and 64 (Figure III.4). These

variance-equivalence curves clearly illustrate the di�erences between demand-

ing precision of mean lengths versus precision of length distributions; the dotted
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curves do not in any way resemble equivalence in terms of identifying peaks and

troughs.
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Figure III.3: Combinations of sample size (n) and number of samples (S) required
to generate a length distribution that is within ∆ = 0.015 from the original capelin
length distribution πl, with a probability β of 80% (green line). The blue area shows
the (n, S) pairs which satisfy the precision criteria. The (n, S) pairs which do not
satisfy the precision criteria are shown in red. A cost optimization function which
gives the (n, S) pairs that minimize the cost of sampling are displayed for a port
sampling scenario (black line). Also shown is a contour line of variance derived from
the estimated optimum (n, S) (dashed line).

III.4 Discussion

This study demonstrates the need for a careful formulation of length sampling

strategies for �sheries data collection programmes, using cod and capelin data

o� Iceland as case studies. The quality of the data is of great importance

for management decisions. Resources for data collection are usually limited,

and therefore compromises in data collection in terms of precision have to be

accepted. It is however prudent to devise a sampling scheme that provides the

most representative data for the population in question, within the resource
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Figure III.4: Combinations of sample size (n) and number of samples (S) required
to generate a length distribution that is within ∆ = 0.013 from the original cod length
distribution πl, with a probability β of 80% (green line). The blue area shows the
(n, S) pairs which satisfy the precision criteria. The (n, S) pairs which do not satisfy
the precision criteria are shown in red. A cost optimization function which gives the
(n, S) pairs that minimizes the cost of survey sampling, in terms of time (blue line) and
money (black line) are displayed. Also shown are contour lines for variance derived
from the estimated optimum (n, S) for both time and cost optimized scenarios (dashed
lines).

constraints. The minimum data requirements will vary depending on which

parameter is being estimated, even within the same �sh species. Parameters

such as mean length and mean age are estimated with high precision at relatively

small sample sizes when compared with those associated with characteristics

such as growth and mortality [100]. Therefore, the design of a sampling scheme

must take into account the questions to be answered with the collected data

[98,100].

It is important to put emphasis on the number of samples collected. Natu-

rally, length measurements taken from a single �shing boat cannot be considered

completely random. An individual sample may consist of only small or large

�sh because boats may be �shing in di�erent areas or using di�erent �shing
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Figure III.5: (a) `Original' capelin length distribution πl (black) and p
∗
l (blue) with

a 80% prediction bounds (dashed blue) for S=191 & n=27 (b) `Original' cod length
distribution πl (black), p

∗
l (red) with a 80% prediction bounds (dashed red) for S=33

& n=200, and p∗l (blue) with a 80% prediction bounds (dashed blue) for S=36 &
n=108. It can be seen that the prediction bounds around the peaks and troughs are
tight enough to distinguish them with reliability.

gear. Even when sampling with the same gear, and from similar boats, within

sample correlations will occur as �sh stocks are not uniformly distributed in the

ocean in terms of size. Hence, this issue should be carefully considered when

devising sampling schemes. It has been shown in the past that increasing the

number of measurements taken from a sample does not provide increased pre-

cision in mean lengths except up to a point because of the correlated length

measurements, which is also illustrated here (variance contour line in Figures

III.3 & III.4). Further, it has been seen that taking the intra-haul correlation

into account when designing sampling schemes can have a considerable e�ect

on the variation in the length distributions [32].

Taking a great number of samples can be of concern when devising a sam-

pling scheme as obtaining each sample is commonly the most expensive part of

the sampling programme, in terms of the travel costs, and the time involved.

It is generally implied that time and costs saved by sampling fewer �sh at each

station can be used to cover more stations. However, the resources required to

cover more stations could be considerably more than that saved by reducing

the sample size. More fuel is required to travel to more stations for instance,

and this may not necessarily reduce the overall cost of sampling. It was seen

that cost optimization in terms of time and money, for the cod survey data,

resulted in di�erent optimum sampling scenarios. The cost in terms of money
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is dominated by the vessel cost per day leading to a cost contour line that is

more or less stable. The cost was minimized by taking fewer samples of a larger

size. However, time optimization can be achieved with measuring fewer �sh

at each station, and sampling slightly more stations. On the other hand, the

port sampling scheme based on the capelin data requires many more samples

of a smaller size to detect the modes in the length distribution with reliability.

The capelin data has higher variability, which would potentially require greater

spatial coverage of the survey.

The choice of ∆ speci�es how well the sampled length distribution re�ects

the true distribution. The examples in this paper simply used the di�erence

between the �rst peak and trough, but one might in practice want to use half

this di�erence, to guarantee with probability β that this peak and trough are

in the correct order in the sample. One might be interested also in the second

mode, which would require a much lower ∆ and larger S.

It is also seen that to base the analysis on precision of mean lengths alone is

insu�cient, and the entire length distribution has to be considered. An e�ective

sample size of 253 independent samples, calculated based on the variance of the

mean lengths, does not satisfy the de�ned precision criteria to identify the

modes in the capelin length distribution with reliability. Similar results were

seen for the cod data. The smaller the sample the less de�ned the modes become

[102]. Cost implications also need to be taken into account when collecting

independent samples, and generally it would be more expensive to collect more

independent samples.

Length-frequency data from landings or surveys are often used as a basis for

management advice, usually along with some other information such as catch

and e�ort measurements. These measurements form the most basic data source

for investigating the population dynamics of a species, by mainly assuming

that identi�able modes in a distribution are analogous to year classes [114].

This makes length distributions particularly useful for �sh populations where

age data are hard to obtain, or for species that cannot be aged from hard

parts such as sea cucumbers or shrimp where typically no ageing methods are

established. In its simplest form a length distribution may provide a description

of a recruitment signal and a few years of such data may indicate whether

recruitment is variable or stable, whether growth is fast or slow, and thus provide

indications on the longevity of the species. In order to interpret the length

distributions in such a manner, however, some assessment of the precision of

the length distributions must be available.
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In some cases little is known about the accuracy of the length distributions,

but improved sampling can considerably change the possibilities for tracking

cohorts as shown by [32], where arti�cial cohorts appear due to noise with few

small samples but disappear with improved sampling. In some of these situ-

ations it is feasible to undertake an extensive sampling year to obtain a large

collection of samples in a short period of time, although continued monitoring

may be di�cult (e.g. [115]). The current study shows how a single large collec-

tion of samples can be used to de�ne an optimal sampling strategy with a given

precision criterion while minimizing the cost of sampling.

An assumption of the traditional bootstrap procedure is that the samples

are completely random, which can be di�cult to meet in the �eld because of

logistics and cost. The bootstrap approach presented here could be a valuable

tool when devising a sampling strategy for data poor situations. Furthermore,

species for which there are abundant data can be used as proxies for estimating

sampling requirements for data poor species, with similar attributes. The intent

here was to develop a generic approach, which can be applied to similar data

sets. Example applications are as diverse as cod or capelin o� Iceland, shrimp

o� Iceland or Sri Lanka, and sea cucumbers or herring o� Sri Lanka.

The study refrains from drawing any conclusions about modifying the ac-

tual design of the Icelandic ground�sh survey. The analysis does not take into

account the complex nature of the survey, which samples many species at once

over a large geographical area with high spatial variability. This analysis selects

samples which contain at least 100 measurements whereas the actual survey

has samples that contain fewer measurements also. Additionally, life history

characteristics of species should be taken into account when designing length

sampling strategies [102].
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Abstract

Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) can be used to collect thousands of

images from on-board devices such as cameras and side-scanning sonars. Tex-

ture analysis on AUV photographs was carried out to detect �ne-scale scal-

lop beds from non-scallop beds (represented by sandy bottom). Eight GLCM

texture measures were used. Hierarchical agglomerative clustering, Principal

components analysis, and Linear discriminant analysis were performed on the

data. All routines successfully allocated the objects (photos) to correct habitat

classes. Further, eight GLCM textures and four tonal statistics were extracted

from the side-scan images for the corresponding latitudes and longitudes of the

chosen photos. Photos and side-scan sonar images were collected simultaneously

during the survey, thus their geographical positions coincide. The mechanism

developed here can potentially be used to automatically classify a large set of

sea�oor photos to detect scallop habitats. The information extracted from the

side-scan backscatter data was inadequate in distinguishing between the two

seabed types. A much larger survey area with more diverse topography may be

needed for such analyses to succeed.

Keywords: autonomous underwater vehicle, photographs, side-scan, scal-

lop beds, habitat classi�cation

IV.1 Introduction

Characteristics of the sea�oor can be diverse, with various sediment constituents

such as sand, gravel, and mud present within a de�ned area of interest. Typi-

cally, the association between benthic organisms and sedimentary structure can

be categorical. For instance, Iceland scallops normally inhabit gravelly areas

with high wave action because they are �lter feeders [79]. This connection

between the seabed characteristics and benthic life makes the study of habi-

tat classi�cation obligatory for �sheries management purposes because benthic

maps can delineate community structure of the marine environment [39].

Maps of the sea�oor can be generated with the use of optical or acoustic

imaging. Since it's inception in the mid 1900's [10,39] the �eld of habitat map-

ping has been thoroughly researched and practiced [116,117]. Advancements in

technology and computing has considerably improved the imaging capabilities

over the years. With the establishment and increasing shift towards the use
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of underwater robotics for benthic surveys, even more data can be collected.

For the same amount of resources spent, an AUV can collect more data than

a towed camera or sonar system [118]. This is because most AUVs can carry

several sensors that can gather optical, acoustic, and oceanographic data con-

currently [119].

Habitats can be classi�ed visually from photographs. However, a manual

examination and classi�cation process becomes prohibitive with large volumes

of data. The need for automated classi�cation routines becomes obvious in such

instances. With automated classi�cation, chances of human error can also be

eliminated. Image texture has proven to be a useful parameter that can di�eren-

tiate between image types. Two common categories of textural features include

statistical or model-based, and signal processing or �ltering in the spatial or fre-

quency domain. A common statistical approach to estimating image textures is

the gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). This is an established technique

�rst proposed by [34]. A detailed account of how the GLCM works, and the

various measures of texture that can be calculated based on the relationships

of gray-levels found in an image, is presented in [34,120]. In this study, GLCM

based texture measures were used to identify habitat types from AUV images.

High resolution imaging capabilities of AUVs are shown by [17,71,121], where

images of coral habitats were collected. In the above-mentioned AUV surveys,

accompanying sonar data were also collected with the photos. Some advanced

benthic mapping with the use of an AUV is illustrated by [22] with collection of

stereo-images and 3D reconstruction of the sea�oor. This study analyzed pho-

tographs and side-scan sonar images collected in West Iceland using a Gavia

AUV. Of particular relevance here are studies that have successfully applied

GLCM texture analysis on photographs of the sea�oor to discriminate between

predetermined habitat types. Some recent studies include [35�38]. Machine

learning techniques were utilized for classi�cation in the above studies. The

present study investigates classical unsupervised techniques such as hierarchi-

cal clustering and principal components analysis together with a supervised

approach, linear discriminant analysis, to detect scallop beds. Benthic habi-

tat mapping from sea�oor images collected using an AUV has been studied

by [122,123]. Both studies examine classi�cation of coral reef habitats with the

use of machine learning techniques.

Photographs can provide a detailed account, however they can only target a

small area of the sea�oor. Side-scan sonar on the other hand can map extensive

areas. This makes side-scan sonar more desirable for habitat mapping purposes.
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Sediment classi�cation from side-scan images has been widely studied in the past

and the techniques are generally quite well-established. Various studies have

been successfully completed in this subject, some of which include [40�42, 44].

Scallop beds have been detected using a single-beam echo-sounder by [45]. Side-

scan sonar images have been used to detect other shell�sh habitats such as

mussel and oyster beds [46�48], and reef habitat [49]. Of these studies, GLCM

textures were used by [44,49] for object detection. [124] used texture analysis of

side-scan sonar imagery to di�erentiate between mounds, moats and background

sediments. High resolution side-scan sonar images from a Gavia AUV have been

utilized for object detection and sediment classi�cation around an arti�cial reef

site by [50]

In this study, an approach is investigated to detect �ne-scale scallop habitats

from a small survey area sampled with a Gavia AUV. The aim was to examine

whether texture analysis of photos and side-scan sonar images can be used to

di�erentiate between scallop beds and non-scallop beds (represented by a sandy

bottom) in this area. First, GLCM texture analysis of a selected sample of pho-

tos was carried out. Three classi�cation techniques, hierarchical agglomerative

clustering, principal components analysis and linear discriminant analysis were

applied to the data. Second, texture analysis was performed on the side-scan

sonar image mosaic and values were extracted for the corresponding GPS lo-

cations of the selected photographs. Classi�cation was performed on the sonar

data to examine whether scallop beds could be detected from side-scan images.

IV.2 Materials and methods

IV.2.1 Data

A Gavia AUV was used to collect photographs and side-scan sonar images of a

known scallop ground 3km North of Stykkisholmur, West Iceland in November,

2011. The survey targeted a small area and consisted of four parallel lines of 300

m in length spaced 50 m apart. Starting at a new random point, the survey was

repeated 5 times within the de�ned survey location to collect both photographs

and side-scan sonar data. Data from this repeated survey have been previously

analyzed by [92,125] who estimated scallop abundance and length measurements

from AUV photographs and analyzed the survey for repeatability. Side-scan

sonar data from this study have not been analyzed before. Some survey and

equipment descriptions are repeated here for completeness.
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Data from repeated surveys 1-3 were analyzed for this study. These 3 surveys

had transects running in parallel. The AUV was set to sail at 2.0 m from the

bottom at 500 rpm that roughly corresponds to 1.6 m/s. Digital photographs

and high-frequency side-scan sonar data were collected during the 3 surveys.

The sonar survey covered a range of 20 m on each side (port and starboard),

giving a swath of 40 m. With parallel lines from the 3 repeated surveys, a full

coverage of the area was obtained.

The water depth at the sampling location ranged from 27 − 37 m. Given

the imprecise positioning information of this particular Gavia, the data were

simply considered to be samples from possible transects within the survey area.

Photographs and side-scan sonar images are collected simultaneously therefore

their estimated GPS positions coincide.

The color digital camera on the Gavia AUV is a Scorpion model SCOR-

20CSO with a resolution 800× 600. The camera faces downwards. The camera

was con�gured to take 3 frames per second ensuring 50% overlap between the

images [82]. The photos were stored in an 8-bit jpeg format. Each photo

contains embedded metadata on time, GPS location, altitude (distance from

the bottom), depth (distance from the surface), pitch (movement of the AUV

along the y-axis causing a upward or downward tilt), roll (movement along

the x-axis causing a sideways right or left tilt), and image properties such as

brightness, exposure, gamma, white-balance, and shutter speed.

The side-scan sonar is manufactured by Marine Sonic Technology, Ltd., with

a dual frequency 600/1,200 kHz. The beam width of the transducers are 0.4◦

horizontal and 40◦ vertical [82]. High and low frequency images cannot be

collected at the same time. The images are 8-bit gray-scale and saved in a

proprietary .mst format. Any colour assigned to the images is for aesthetic

purposes.

IV.2.2 Photographs

Feature Extraction

Image textures were extracted based on Gray-level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM)

[34]. A GLCM is a symmetrical matrix of probabilities calculated from the num-

ber of times each combination of i × j gray-level occurs together in space, on

a given image. The GLCM and the associated textures are calculated within

a de�ned window where the center pixel is assigned the average texture value.

The window is then shifted by an o�set (e.g. 1 pixel) and the process continues,
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resulting in an entire image of texture values [34]. Spatial relationships of gray-

levels can be considered in any or all directions (0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦). GLCM tex-

tures are second order statistical measures obtained by multiplying the GLCM

with a weighting factor. Eight GLCM textures were calculated that include

GLCM mean, GLCM variance, GLCM correlation, homogeneity, entropy, dis-

similarity, second-moment and contrast. The textures are de�ned as follows:

GLCM Mean

µx =

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

i× P (i, j) µy =

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

j × P (i, j) (IV.1)

GLCM Variance

σ2
x =

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

P (i, j)(i− µx)2 σ2
y =

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

P (i, j)(j − µy)2 (IV.2)

GLCM Correlation

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

P (i, j)
(i− µx)(j − µy)

σxσy
(IV.3)

Homogeneity
N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

P (i, j)

1 + (i− j)2
(IV.4)

Entropy
N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

P (i, j)(− lnP (i, j)) (IV.5)

Dissimilarity
N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

P (i, j)|i− j| (IV.6)

Second-Moment
N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

P (i, j)2 (IV.7)

Contrast
N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

P (i, j)(i− j)2 (IV.8)

where P (i, j) represents (i, j) value of the GLCM, which itself is a matrix
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with N rows and N columns, and N represents the chosen number of gray-level.

For a symmetrical GLCM matrix, mean and variance based on reference pixel

i or j will be the same.

The digital photographs were converted to gray-scale prior to texture analy-

sis. From the 12 transects (4 each per 3 repeated surveys), a random sample of

70 photos were chosen, 35 of which were of a scallop habitat (entire image cov-

ered with shells and shell fragments) and 35 had sandy bottom with no shells,

representing a non-scallop habitat. Sample photos were selected at regular inter-

vals from the entire pool of photos. Texture measures were extracted for these

70 images. The analysis was conducted using the glcm package [126] in R [86].

GLCM textures were calculated using a window size of 31× 31 pixels, window

o�set of 1 pixel, gray-level of 32, and considering horizontal nearest neighbours.

An average value for each textural measure was taken per photograph. This

average was taken over the rows and columns comprising the middle section of

the photo.

Classi�cation

The data matrix used for classi�cation had habitat type (scallop habitat (S)

and non-scallop habitat (N)) arranged as rows and measures of GLCM textures

(GLCM mean, GLCM variance, GLCM correlation, homogeneity, entropy, dis-

similarity, contrast and second-moment) as columns. The data were scaled

to mean 0 and variance 1. Unsupervised hierarchical agglomerative cluster-

ing, Principal Components Analysis (PCA), and Linear Discriminant Analysis

(LDA) were performed to study the groupings in the data.

Unsupervised hierarchical clustering [55] was used with maximum distance

and Ward's linkage. Ward's minimum variance method, that is based on min-

imizing the sum of squares [127], �nds close-�tting clusters with few to no

outlying observations and has been seen to perform better than other linkage

techniques [128]. The hierarchical clustering process �rst de�nes a dissimilarity

matrix between the measures of texture. Based on this, two most similar objects

(photos) are linked together to form a cluster. A linkage function (clustering

algorithm) is used to recalculate the dissimilarity between the new cluster and

the remaining objects, and the next most similar object is merged with the new

cluster. This process continues until all objects are merged together to produce

a hierarchical tree or dendrogram, which depicts the identi�ed groups in the

data. The �pvclust� routine under package pvclust in R [129] was used for clus-

ter analysis with 1000 bootstrap replicates. This routine utilizes the bootstrap
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resampling technique to generate probabilities for the identi�ed clusters [130].

A higher probability is indicative of a reliable or �true� cluster [131].

PCA is based on dimensionality reduction where a set of measurements are

transformed into a new set of uncorrelated values called principal components.

These principal components are the orthogonal eigenvectors that are obtained

from the eigenvalues estimated from the covariance/correlation matrix of the

scaled and centered data [56]. PCA is an unsupervised classi�cation approach

as the routine is unaware of the class labels assigned to the observations. PCA

was carried out using the �princomp� routine in R based on the correlation

matrix of the GLCM textures. All 8 texture features de�ned above were used

in the classi�cation process.

For LDA, which is a supervised classi�cation approach, the dependent cat-

egorical variable, representing the habitat type, was modelled against the ex-

planatory variables (all measures of texture) with the use of �lda� function under

package MASS [132] in R. The function aims to �nd a linear combination of

variables that gives maximal segregation between the centers of the data groups

while minimizing within-group variation [56]. The discriminating function was

then used to predict a new random sample comprising 30 photos with scal-

lop beds (S), 30 with sandy bottom (N) and 30 that had some scallops (B).

Further, a subset of live scallop count data from previous analyses presented

in [92,125] were then used for predictions. Scallop images from repeated surveys

1-3 were divided into 3 groups representing 0 scallops (N), 3 scallops (B), 6 &

more scallops (S). The de�ned LDA model was used to evaluate these data.

IV.2.3 Side-scan sonar

Feature Extraction

The raw high-frequency side-scan images (.mst) were processed using Sonar-

Wiz 5 software from Chesapeake Technology Inc. To maintain simplicity, sonar

images that showed artifacts were not included in the analysis. Each sonar

image was slant-range corrected using the bottom-tracking feature of the soft-

ware. This correction eliminated the geometric distortions that are inherent in

side-scan sonar images [57]. For image normalization, the empirical gain nor-

malization (EGN) routine was applied. This adjusted the contrast ratio of the

image and highlighted the pixel intensities. The processed images were then

used to generate a mosaic that was exported as a geoti� image, with each pixel

representing 0.01 m2 on the ground.
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GLCM textures can be sensitive to the parameters which form part of the

routine i.e. window size, gray levels, directional relationship and window o�-

set [133, 134]. Several combinations of these parameters could be used to get

information that is possibly more representative [135].

Texture analysis was performed on the entire geoti� image. The 8 measures

of texture described above were calculated for 4 window sizes, 31× 31, 15× 15,

9 × 9, 5 × 5 pixels, using an o�set of 1 pixel, gray-level of 64 and considering

neighbourhood relationships in all directions.

In addition to textural features, some �rst-order statistics or tonal proper-

ties were also extracted from the image. Moving windows of the above 4 sizes

were used to calculate mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis from the image.

Feature measurements were then extracted for speci�c latitudes and longitudes

corresponding to the random sample of 130 photos analyzed above (initial ran-

dom sample of 70 photos with 35S & 35N , and validation sample of 60 photos

with 30S and 30N).

Classi�cation

All the feature measurements were pooled together giving 48 variables (8 tex-

ture measurements + 4 �rst-order statistical measurements x 4 window sizes). A

supervised classi�cation approach was taken, where all the variables were mod-

elled against the class groups using LDA. The 130 data points were randomly

divided into a train and a test set for modelling and evaluation.

IV.3 Results

IV.3.1 Photographs

The photographs in Figure IV.1 depict an example of a scallop habitat (a) and

non-scallop habitat (b). Each photo captures 1.9× 1.6 m of the sea�oor [92].

By nature GLCM textures are highly correlated. For these data, GLCM

mean and GLCM variance are highly correlated. Contrast and dissimilarity

are highly correlated, and both are correlated with homogeneity. Entropy and

second-moment are correlated (Figure IV.2). Entropy, second-moment and cor-

relation show the least overlap in distribution for the scallop (S) and non-scallop

(N) groups.
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(a) (b)

Figure IV.1: AUV photographs categorized as a scallop habitat (a) and a sandy
bottom (b) representing a non-scallop habitat.
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Figure IV.2: A scatter plot matrix showing the relationships between the GLCM
textures estimated from the AUV photos by groups N (black) and S (red). Data were
scaled to 0 mean and variance 1.
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Classi�cation

Hierarchical clustering

The texture measures selected for unsupervised hierarchical clustering were en-

tropy, correlation, and second-moment. This combination of textures yielded

the best outcome. Two main clusters were obtained by cutting the tree at a

dissimilarity level of 20. Both clusters had high probability values as shown by

the au p-values displayed in blue in Figure IV.3. The �rst cluster contains the

scallop habitats (S) at au=100. The second cluster contains non-scallop habi-

tats (N) (sandy bottom) at au=100. All non-scallop areas clustered together

except 3. More mis-classi�cations were seen with the scallop areas, where 9

instances clustered with non-scallop areas.
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Figure IV.3: Dendrogram of habitat types obtained using Ward's linkage and max-
imum dissimilarity measure. Data consists of GLCM textures (scaled to 0 mean and
variance 1) estimated from AUV photographs that were classi�ed into scallop habitat
(S) and a non-scallop habitat (N).

Principal Components Analysis

Three principal components explained approximately 99% of the variability in

the data. The �rst principal component (PC1) accounted for most of the vari-
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ability in the data (51.14%) and had an eigenvalue of 4.09. The second compo-

nent (PC2) explained 33.40% of variability with an eigenvalue of 2.67 and the

third component (PC3) accounted for 14.89% of variability in the data with an

eigenvalue of 1.19 (Table IV.1). The scores (loadings) assigned to variables in

each of the three principal components is outlined in Table IV.1 also.

Component Eigenvalue Variance Proportion Cumulative Variance

PC1 4.090 0.5113 0.5113

PC2 2.672 0.334 0.8453

PC3 1.19 0.1489 0.9942

Variable PC1 PC2 PC3

GLCM mean 0.29 0.32 0.57

GLCM variance 0.30 0.32 0.54

GLCM correlation 0.30 0.40 -0.39

Homogeneity -0.30 0.48 -0.07

Contrast 0.37 -0.39 0.09

Entropy 0.44 0.16 -0.31

Dissimilarity 0.33 -0.45 0.08

Second-moment -0.44 -0.13 0.35

Table IV.1: Output from principal components analysis performed on GLCM tex-
tures (scaled to 0 mean and variance 1) estimated from AUV photographs that were
classi�ed into scallop habitat (S) and a non-scallop habitat (N).

A separation of classes (S and N) is evident in PC3 (Figure IV.4). PC1

and PC2 do not show any class di�erentiation (Figure IV.5). In PC3, vari-

ables GLCM mean, GLCM variance play the most important role, followed by

GLCM correlation, entropy and second-moment. Homogeneity, contrast and

dissimilarity do not contribute much information (Table IV.1).

Linear Discriminant Analysis

The mean discriminant scores for the S & N groups were 1.95 and −1.64,

giving a mean value of 0.15. Therefore, by the classi�cation rule, an object is

classi�ed into group N if the predicted score is ≤ 0.15 or into group S if > 0.15.

By applying a �leave-out one cross-validation� approach the �confusion matrix�

delineated in Table IV.2 was obtained.

Predictions carried out on the validation sample showed a clear di�erence

between S and N habitats as illustrated in the box-and-whisker plot in Figure

IV.6a. No overlap was seen in the distribution of the predicted scores from these
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Figure IV.4: A strip chart of principal component three (PC3) scores depicting the
separation of scallop habitat (S) and non-scallop habitat (N). PCA was performed
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Classi�cation N S Total

N 35 0 35

S 3 32 35

Total 38 32 70

Table IV.2: Confusion matrix from Linear Discriminant Analysis performed on
GLCM textures extracted from the AUV photos that were grouped into scallop habitat
(S) and non-scallop habitat (N).
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Figure IV.6: Box-and-whisker plots showing predicted scores from linear discrimi-
nant analysis. (a) Shows predictions for a random sample chosen for validation (b)
shows predictions for live scallop counts. Data consists of GLCM textures (scaled to
0 mean and variance 1) estimated from AUV photographs that were classi�ed into
factor groups of scallop habitat (S), non-scallop habitat (N) and some scallops (B).

two groups. The predicted scores for all the objects in S group were > 0.15 and

those belonging to the N were < 0.15. Group B that represents a habitat type

with some scallops (approximately 3) had a distribution that lay between the

S and N groups, with more scores closer to the N group.

Further, evaluation of the live scallop counts showed that the median pre-

dicted score for S group was > 0.15, however the distribution of the scores has

a high variability. Similar pattern is observed for group N where the median

is < 0.15 with a wide data distribution and one outlying observation (Figure

IV.6b). High data variability was observed in group B also with 3 outlying

observations. The median scores lay in between the N and S groups.
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Figure IV.7: Raster image of the high-frequency side-scan sonar mosaic with loca-
tions of the random sample of 130 photographs. Estimated features were extracted
from the corresponding GPS locations of the photographs and used for classi�cation.

IV.3.2 Side-scan sonar

The corresponding locations of the 130 random sample of photographs are de-

picted in Figure IV.7, which is a raster image of the high-frequency side-scan

sonar mosaic.

Classi�cation

The classi�cation was unsuccessful in �nding a clear distinction between the

class groups. The distribution of the predicted scores for S and N groups

showed a clear overlap with a slight di�erence in the median scores (Figure

IV.8). However, this di�erence was not always obtained if a new random test

and train set were used. Therefore, it was deduced that the data did not have

enough discriminating information about the class groups.
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Figure IV.8: Box-and-whisker plot showing predicted scores from linear discriminant
analysis performed on �rst-order statistical measures and GLCM textures extracted
from the side-scan sonar images. The two factor-groups evaluated include scallop
habitat (S) and non-scallop habitat (N).

IV.4 Discussion

IV.4.1 Photographs

This study illustrated how digital photographs from an AUV can be automati-

cally allocated to predetermined habitat types. Textural properties of the pho-

tographs were utilized for characterization. In this case, the network of gray

levels (pixel intensities) found in the image formed the foundation for estimating

the textures. The survey had limited area of coverage (300 × 200m), therefore

the work undertaken here can be considered exploratory. The design of the

analyses can easily be adapted to a larger dataset or datasets of similar nature.

Three classi�cation techniques were applied to the 8 textural measures de-

rived from the AUV photos in an e�ort to distinguish scallop habitats from

non-scallop habitats, which were represented by sandy bottom (photos with no

shells presents). The survey area is a known scallop ground. Thus, most of the

photos contain at least some shells. This made the random selection process for

non-scallop cases somewhat limited, which in turn restricted the sample size.

Further, irregular movement of the vehicle can also be a limitation, as discussed

by [92]. Photos taken at > 2m from the ground lack details, which makes them

inadequate for such analysis.

The 8 GLCM textures used in the analysis comprised of GLCM mean,
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GLCM variance, GLCM correlation, homogeneity, entropy, contrast, dissimi-

larity, and second-moment (also referred to as energy in some studies). Mean,

variance and correlation are descriptive measures. Contrast, dissimilarity, and

homogeneity are measures of contrast in the data, whereas entropy and second-

moment are measures of orderliness in the data [34].

Hierarchical agglomerative clustering, principal components analysis and lin-

ear discriminant analysis were all able to successfully �nd the groupings in the

data. For hierarchical clustering, a combination of entropy, correlation and

second-moment gave the best separation between the two habitat classes. En-

tropy re�ects spatial patterns of gray levels. When the image is uniform in

nature, such as the sandy bottom, entropy is low, whereas high values are ob-

tained for coarse surfaces [124], such as the scallop habitat that is covered with

scallop shells, shell fragments and occasionally other marine life such as mus-

sels and sea urchins. Second-moment is the opposite of entropy and measures

the uniformity in an image, thus it is higher for homogeneous images and vice

versa. GLCM correlation is high when neighbourhood gray levels are linearly

dependent.

Three main components in PCA explained most of the variability in the

data. Although PC3 explained only 15 % of the variability, this component

contains information about the groupings in the data. PC1 and PC2 together

explain 85 % of the data variability but were not useful for classi�cation. This

is an example of how PCA merely summarizes the variability in variable x and

does not consider the relationship between variable x and variable y. Thus,

although PCA regression is common, there is no guarantee for it to work. PCA

is unaware of the class labels and can select unfavourable projection dimensions.

PCA may work better if most of the discriminating information is in the variance

of the data.

For LDA, all variables were considered in the modelling process. This vio-

lates the assumptions of multicollinearity, however the interest here is in classi�-

cation per se, that is to consider combinations of variables that will result in the

best outcome. Thus, the coe�cients of LDA cannot be interpreted with much

reliability because the variables are highly correlated. LDA, being a super-

vised approach, attempts to project to the dimensions that maximizes the class

separation, by maximizing the separation between the means of the projected

classes.

It is more challenging to automatically classify levels of live scallop densities

based on texture analysis of photographs. This is because texture analysis relies
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on the roughness or smoothness of the image, and an area can contain a high

amount of dead shells, shell fragments, and other marine life but not necessarily

any live scallops.

IV.4.2 Side-scan sonar

Normally side-scan sonar images are used to study large scale areas with the

aim to classify the entire image into habitat classes. Here the aim was to see

if �ne-scale scallop habitats could be detected from side-scan data. The area

surveyed was rather small with a homogeneous substrate type as evident from

the sonar mosaic.

The analysis examined 8 GLCM textures and 4 tonal properties (�rst-order

statistics on the image). Texture and tone are not independent. Texture is

essentially the spatial interaction of the tones found in an image [120]. Textural

and tonal properties of the backscatter data from the sonar image were inade-

quate in distinguishing between the two di�erent seabed types. The most likely

explanation is that the survey area is too small. With high wave action, dead

shell fragments are scattered throughout the study area. Even areas of sand

have minute pieces of dead shells, which would a�ect the acoustic return.

Most previous work done on habitat classi�cation from side-scan imagery

focuses on a much larger study area. Additionally, as part of future work, other

image pre-processing techniques based on �ltering or Fourier transform could

be explored, as utilized by [46,47]. Other textural features could also be used in

combination with GLCM textures as done by [135]. The recent technique based

on wavelet decomposition to estimate textures has also been shown to perform

better than GLCM [136].

Classi�cation of the whole mosaic was considered nonessential in this case,

as the position uncertainty of the AUV was quite high during the survey [92].

IV.4.3 AUVs for habitat mapping

Habitat mapping is directly relevant to �sheries stock assessment and manage-

ment, and in most instances can complement classical stock assessment meth-

ods [137]. Naturally, conclusions about the relationships between sediment char-

acteristics and benthic life has to be drawn with caution [33]. AUVs feature

prominently in this �eld and are particularly useful for mapping because under

suitable operating conditions they can maintain a relatively consistent speed

and motion while in survey. They can also bottom-track the sea�oor, and
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survey shallow water areas. The Gavia AUV has a camera that faces down-

wards, therefore distortions introduced due to uneven motion of the sensor can

be minimized. Additionally, this data collection platform is time and resource

conservative because digital and acoustic imagery can be collected together.

In most cases, photos are used to ground-truth �ndings from side-scan sonar

analysis.

High-resolution data can now be collected in abundance with videos of the

sea�oor, photographing at a high frame rate to generate mosaics, generating

stereo-images of the sea�oor, and acquiring high-resolution acoustic imagery.

This drives the need to computerize the analysis process to maintain e�ciency.

For this reason, establishing generic automated analytical techniques appears

bene�cial. This study attempts to create a foundation for future experiments

of this nature. The mechanism developed here can potentially be used to auto-

matically classify a large set of sea�oor photos to detect scallop habitats.
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